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Figure 1 - Map displaying the proposed East Crazy Mountain land exchange Federal and non-Federal parcels
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Figure 2 - Map displaying the proposed Inspiration Divide land exchange Federal and non-Federal parcels
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1.0 Project Introduction and Background
1.1 Introduction

The purpose of this preliminary environmental assessment is to disclose and document the
preliminary environmental effects of the proposed East Crazy and Inspiration Divide Public Access
Improvement Land Exchange, designated as the East Crazy Inspiration Divide Land Exchange,
(ECID or proposal) and to seek public comment on the proposal (see maps in Figure 1 and 2). The
comment period for the preliminary environmental assessment and the notice of exchange proposal
are combined and meet the requirements of 36 CFR 218.25(a)(i) and 254.8. The Proposed Action is
to exchange approximately 4,135 acres of National Forest System (NFS) lands for approximately
6,430 acres of non-Federal lands located in southwest and southcentral Montana, in the Crazy
Mountain Range west of Melville and in the Madison Mountains south of Big Sky.
The proposed exchange would be an assembled land exchange with six Crazy Mountain landowners:
Carroccia Family Limited Partnership (a/k/a Carroccia Ranch Limited Partnership), Hailstone Ranch
Company, Switchback Ranch, LLC, and Ward & Parker Ranch, LLC, CMR Ranch Owner, LLC and
one landowner in the Inspiration Divide Area: Yellowstone Development, LLC and Yellowstone
Mountain Club, LLC, (hereinafter collectively referred to as the “non-Federal party”). An assembled
land exchange is an exchange of Federal land for a package of multiple ownership parcels of nonFederal land consolidated for purposes of one land exchange transaction. Western Land Group, Inc.
(“WLG”) has been retained by the landowners to facilitate the land exchange and serve as the single
point of contact for the non-Federal party with the Forest Service.
The anticipated benefits of this proposed land exchange include:
East Crazy Mountains Area:
1. Creation of large areas of contiguous and clearly identifiable NFS lands in the Crazy
Mountains to facilitate efficient land and resource management.
2. Increase Federal ownership to protect sensitive areas within the Crazy Mountains
Backcountry Area (BCA), Crazy Mountain Inventoried Roadless (IRA) and South Crazy
Recommended Wilderness (RWA) to preserve and enhance the quiet, undeveloped,
unroaded characteristics and associated social and ecological benefits including public
recreational opportunities, conservation of biodiversity and improved habitat connectivity.
3. Conserve the existing character of the Crazy Mountains by reducing the potential for
development on 10 sections of private lands interior to and comingled with NFS lands.
4. Increase protection of high elevation lands in the Crazy Mountain Range, an important
traditional cultural area identified by the Crow Tribe.
5. Improve public recreational access and provide for perpetual public access:
a. Relocate Sweet Trunk Trail No. 274, to provide hikers, horsemen, and sportsmen
access located on the consolidated NFS lands in the east crazies.
b. Secure Smeller Lake and Trail No. 220 to provide for quality recreational
opportunity including fishing, hiking, hunting, camping and scenic viewing.
6. Redesign and improve the Big Timber Canyon Trailhead in consideration of parking
associated with the improved public recreation opportunity provided by Sweet Trunk Trail
No. 274.
7. Securing habitat at Smeller Lake for recreational fishery and Yellowstone Cutthroat Trout.
Inspiration Divide Area:
8. Provide for more efficient management of the Inspiration Divide Trail No. 8 and recreation
opportunities such as hunting, camping, wildlife viewing once the trail is entirely located on
NFS lands.
9. Provide for more efficient private lands management in the Eglise Peak area which
3
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eliminates the potential for future special use proposals associated with access or
development.
In conjunction with this land exchange, the non-Federal party negotiated the following elements on
private lands within or near the exchange area to enhance the overall public benefits of this project.
These elements are outside of the Agency’s decision on this exchange and as such will not be
evaluated in this document. They are included here for informational purposes.
•

The proposal respects the status quo regarding permissive public access into the upper Sweet
Grass Creek drainage over Rein Lane. The landowners have indicated that they intend to
continue allowing permissive seasonal access across the private lands they own, so long as
private property is respected.

•

Tribal access to Crazy Peak in Section 7, T3N, R12E. The details of this arrangement will be
described in an agreement between the Crow Nation and Switchback Ranch, LLC. The
Forest Service would not be signatory to this agreement nor involved in its management or
oversight.

•

Switchback Ranch, LLC has agreed, in conjunction with the land exchange, to grant a
conservation easement to the Montana Land Reliance to maintain the open space character
of Section 7 to preserve wildlife habitat, quiet enjoyment, and other values that enhance the
surrounding character of the forested lands. The proposed conservation easement will
prohibit all residential development on the property.

•

WLG has committed to continued discussions with land conservation organizations and
wildlife conservation groups regarding additional conservation measures that would be
accomplished post exchange to include additional voluntary conservation easements.

For this analysis the current NFS lands proposed for exchange will be referred to as “Federal
lands” and the current private lands will be referred to as “non-Federal lands”. Detailed legal land
descriptions can be found for both the Federal and the non-Federal lands within section 1.4 Lands
Considered for Exchange. For the purposes of the document all legal descriptions used herein are
in Principal Meridian Montana.
The United States Forest Service (Forest Service) is considering this proposal under the following
Federal Authorities:
• General Exchange Act of March 20, 1922, as amended (16 U.S.C. 485, 486);
• Federal Land Policy and Management Act of October 21, 1976 (43 U.S.C. 1716, 1717));
• Federal Land Exchange Facilitation Act of August 20, 1988 (43 U.S.C. 1716).
This analysis complies with the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, as amended [42 USC
4321–4347] (NEPA), the National Forest Management Act (NFMA), the Council of
Environmental Quality regulations (CEQ), and Forest Service regulations 36 CFR 220.4. This
analysis is not intended to serve as a land or resource management document for the Custer
Gallatin National Forest.

1.2 Background
The Crazy Mountains are an isolated mountain range surrounded by valleys and foothills. This
glacial mountain range is known for jagged peaks, rugged terrain, scenic views, with minimal
development and relatively few roads. Native Americans of the region, particularly the Crow Tribe,
consider the Crazy Mountains to have sacred and historic values.
4
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Much of the Crazy Mountains is a “checkerboard” pattern of private and Federal ownership as a
result of the railroad land grants on odd-numbered sections. These private lands are predominately
large cattle ranches and recreational properties. The Custer Gallatin National Forest has identified
this landscape as an area where land ownership consolidation and access are priorities in the Land
Management Plan. This landownership pattern has contributed to a century of complicated
management situations on public lands and problematic access issues for both private and public
users creating an atmosphere of confusion, distrust, frustration and at times misinformation.
The Custer Gallatin National Forest has undertaken a substantial amount of complex lands
negotiations and landownership adjustment projects including work within the Crazy Mountain
range. The Forest Service has made progress through land exchanges, purchases, and rights-of-way
acquisition to help resolve the checkerboard landscape, acquire access, protect critical habitat, create
connectivity, and provide world class recreation opportunities.
Despite these accomplishments, the Forest has long recognized that there are no simple solutions in
the work that remains on the east side of the Crazy Mountains—if there were, these issues would
have been resolved long ago. Making progress toward resolution takes time and requires
negotiations with landowners, often in stops and starts.
Many citizens, caring deeply about public lands and issues surrounding historic access routes in the
Crazy Mountains have expressed concern over the Forest Service’s motivation in pursuing land
adjustments or exchanges. However, historic access claims, where access routes have been
established by past use and practice rather than by a written conveyance to the Forest Service, are
extraordinarily complicated and very case specific. The Forest Service’s analysis of the appropriate
tool to approach and resolve each situation depends on the facts surrounding each route.
Recognizing that no one size fits all, Forest Service policy remains unchanged and affords broad
discretion to Forest officials in how to approach each historic access situation, which requires
considering factors such as: what routes serve the greatest access needs; content and clarity of the
existing record for each route; opportunities for resolving multiple issues or cases simultaneously;
inherent uncertainty of a particular litigation outcome; and maintaining cooperative relationships
with neighboring landowners.
A primary need for action for this land exchange proposal is to resolve longstanding access issues
surrounding the Sweet Grass Trail No. 122 (Sweet Grass) and East Trunk Trail No. 136 (East
Trunk). There is a long history of disagreement between the Forest Service, landowners, and the
public on the use of Sweet Grass and East Trunk trails where the agency has no recorded easements
across private property to access the National Forest. The 2006 Gallatin Travel Plan identified
Sweet Grass and East Trunk trails as two locations with outstanding access needs. While these routes
have been displayed on Agency maps, they cut through private property and were established
through use and practice, rather than pursuant to a written grant allowing the public to use these
routes. A “public” or “historic” interest is not the same as a written grant or conveyance. Nor is a
“public” or “historic” interest equivalent to an existing use right or prescriptive easement which must
be adjudicated by the court. Without a written conveyance, the only lasting way to determine
whether a public access right exists is through litigation in court, where the Agency must establish
clear and convincing evidence of “open, notorious, adverse, continuous and uninterrupted use of the
claimed easement for the full statutory period,” which in Montana is five years.
The Sweet Grass drainage has long been disputed, with records showing disagreements dating back
to the early 1950s. Efforts to develop a compromise with the landowners on the public use of the
Sweet Grass area date back to 1970. The Forest Service currently holds no recorded easements on
Sweet Grass Trail No. 122 (or Sweet Grass Road No. 199) in Sections 2, 7 and 9, T4N, R12E. In
1970, a letter of understanding was signed by the landowners and the Forest Service that allowed
seasonal nonmotorized use on private lands with specific management requirements. As early as
5
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1995, private landowners began requiring the public to sign in for access to the Sweet Grass
drainage. Forest Service trail maintenance has occurred from a westerly approach as far as Eagle
Park located on National Forest System lands (Parcel 1). Over the last nearly 30 years, many
different Forest Service representatives continued to work towards a durable solution for access in
the Sweet Grass drainage but have been unable to reach a compromise.
This situation surrounding access to the Sweet Grass drainage is further complicated because Rein
Lane, the access road to the Sweet Grass Trailhead and Trail and East Trunk Trail is not a National
Forest System Road (NFSR).
Historically, public access on the East Trunk Trail has also been complicated. Records show the trail
has a mixed history of maintenance, the location has changed over time, and the trail as mapped is
not discernible or consistent on the ground. Between 1990 and 2001, Forest Service employees had
some negative interactions with private landowners, which appear to have discouraged trail
maintenance work in this area. By 2001, trail reports show the trail was difficult to follow and had
not been maintained. Later reports indicate that the gates along the trail had been locked as early as
1990.
In 2015, Congressional Office inquiries regarding “historic” access on East Trunk were elevated to
the Forest Service on behalf of sportsmen. The Forest Service asserted a public interest in the East
Trunk Trail and prioritized developing solutions. The Forest Service worked with affected
landowners to share perspectives and determine if we could find common ground towards resolution.
In 2016, the Forest Service hosted a trail maintenance workday on the East Trunk Trail, including on
private lands. This workday highlighted the ongoing disagreement with the landowners. In response,
the Forest initiated a series of conversations with individual east side Crazy Mountain landowners
with a view to developing specific solutions to address longstanding issues.
Given the complexity of the initial individual landowner conversations, it quickly became clear that
any meaningful access solutions would need to include up to six affected landowners. Over the next
few years, the Forest initiated conversations with a group of east side landowners to determine the
viability of a bigger solution that could meet the needs of all involved parties. Those initial
conversations indicated a mutually agreeable solution might be possible, but without dedicated
capacity and additional resources we would not make meaningful progress.
Around the same time, the Forest was approached by the Yellowstone Club (YC) to discuss their
continued interest in a land exchange proposal that would expand YC ski terrain in the Big Sky area.
The Forest had twice previously declined the proposal due to limited public benefits. Considering
the previous Forest Service response, YC asked the Forest to identify priority lands, access needs
and opportunities for partnership where they could assist and possibly develop a proposal that would
have public benefit. The Forest Supervisor identified public access and land consolidation needs that
met Forest objectives, including priority work in the Crazy Mountains.
In 2018, YC hired a non-Federal land exchange coordinator, Western Land Group (WLG), to begin
working with landowners and stakeholders to develop a proposal for a comprehensive east Crazy
Mountains solution. After several years of negotiation, landowners and YC entered into agreements
enabling a multi-landowner exchange proposal to consolidate lands and resolve access issues.
Four landowners in the east side Crazy Mountains and YC, collectively represented by WLG,
submitted the “East Crazy Mountains and Inspiration Divide Public Access Improvement” land
exchange proposal to the Forest and the public in July 2020.
In September 2020, the Forest provided preliminary feedback on the proposal and identified issues
for WLG to consider prior to submitting their final proposal. The Forest also clarified the importance
of the administrative process and open and inclusive public involvement.
6
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On July 9, 2021, WLG submitted the non-Federal parties’ final proposal. The Forest spent
approximately one year reviewing the proposal to ensure Land Management Plan and policy
compliance and conducting a detailed feasibility analysis. As a result of that analysis the Forest
requested additional information, clarifications, and minor changes. In August 2022, the proponents
added Parcel K as an element of the proposal. The Forest determined that the addition of the Smeller
Lake parcel into public ownership further contributes to the consolidation efforts of this exchange
and would secure perpetual access and recreational use of Smeller Lake.
In October 2022, the Forest Service and WLG signed an Agreement to Initiate a Land Exchange, a
non-binding agreement representing the Forest Service and non-Federal parties’ intent to move
forward with a proposed land exchange. What is reflected in this document is the Agency’s proposal
for a land exchange that represents many years of negotiations, public outreach, and agency
consideration. Land exchanges are an important tool that the Forest Service uses to consolidate
ownership, to acquire lands with high wildlife or recreation values, and to resolve public access
issues. Though they present opportunities to gain lands in the public estate, by their nature there are
always tradeoffs involved when Federal lands are conveyed out of public ownership.
The Forest Service is committed to securing public access to National Forest System lands. This
proposal brings forward a cooperative solution that we believe will provide long-term public access,
meaningful resource and recreation benefits while consolidating public lands in the Crazy
Mountains.

1.3 Need for Action
There is a desire to consolidate Federal land ownership in the East Crazy Mountains, Smeller
Lake and along the Inspiration Divide for the following purposes:
1. To resolve long-standing public access and land use disputes.
2. To provide for more effective and efficient natural resource management and protection
of consolidated lands.
3. To improve recreational opportunities and provide for perpetual public access in both the
East Crazies, Smeller Lake and along Inspiration Divide.
4. To secure and protect roadless characteristics and provide a quiet, recreation opportunity
consistent with the Crazy Mountain BCA and South Crazy Mountain RWA.
5. To conserve the existing traditional uses and landscape character of the Crazy Mountains
by reducing the potential for development of private lands interior to and comingled with
NFS lands.
6. To conserve wildlife connectivity and protect key habitat.
7. To increase protection of high elevation lands in the Crazy Mountain Range, an important
traditional cultural area identified by the Crow Tribe.

1.4 Lands Considered for Exchange
See Project Maps (Figures 1 & 2)
The proposed ECID Land Exchange includes the following Federals and non-Federal lands
located in Park, Sweet Grass and Madison Counties. The parcels proposed for inclusion in the land
exchange are depicted in Figures 1 and 2, which show existing and Figures 3 and 4 (see section 2
proposed action) proposed landownership patterns, and are summarized in Tables 1 and 2 below:
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Table 1 - Non-Federal Parcels in ECID LEX

Parcels A through I and K, total approximately 5,825 acres are in Park and Sweet Grass County
located in the Crazy Mountain Range.
The parcels range from 6,000 feet elevation bottomlands along the Sweet Grass drainage to steep
peaks and ridges upwards of 9,000 feet elevation. The majority of the non-Federal parcels are
timbered drainages that lead to high elevation rocky ridges, slopes and peaks. This area includes
unroaded, undeveloped, or unfragmented tracts of land that provide wildlife habitat and intact
ecosystems.
Parcel J, approximately 605 acres is located near Big Sky Basin in a landscape comprised of
timbered lands, open meadows and gentle to moderate topography. This parcel is adjacent to the
Madison Roadless Area, which is adjacent to the boundary of the Lee Metcalf Wilderness Area
(Taylor Hilgard Unit). Parcel J lies within a critical wildlife corridor that provides connectivity
between high elevation summer range and lower elevation winter range for grizzly bear, wolves, and
big game species. The Forest Service holds an easement through Parcel J for Inspiration Divide Trail
No. 8.
Most of Parcel J is currently subject to a conservation easement (CE) held by Montana Land
Reliance (“MLR”) precluding any residential, industrial or commercial development (other than ski
runs and lifts) and preserving the habitat, scenic, and open space values of these lands. This CE
would be amended to remove these lands and then assigned to the United States.
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Table 2 - Federal Parcels in ECID LEX

Federal Parcels 1 through 7 total approximately 3,635 acres and are located in the foothills of the
east Crazy Mountains within Sweet Grass and Big Timber drainages ranging in elevation from 6,000
feet to 8,000 feet. The parcels include riparian vegetation along Sweet Grass Creek with the high
elevation parcels dominated by timber and open parks. Though some rocky steep terrain exists they
are generally more gradual in topography than the non-Federal parcels.
Federal Parcels 8 through 10 total approximately 500 acres and are located near Eglise Rock (Eglise
Peak) in the Big Sky Basin area. The lands are comprised of timbered lands, open meadows, and
foothill shrublands and grasslands. The area is also highly used for recreational opportunities
including motorized uses, hiking, hunting, and especially skiing.
The proposed land exchange will be completed on an equal value basis. If the final appraisals
indicate the value of the non-Federal lands exceeds the value of the Federal lands, the landowners
could:
1. Voluntarily offer to donate any additional non-Federal lands to the U.S. in a separate
Donation Deed;
2. Receive a cash equalization payment; or
3. Reduce the amount of non-Federal land conveyed to the U.S.
If the final appraisals indicate the value of the Federal land exceeds the value of the non-Federal
lands, the Forest Service could:
1. Receive a cash equalization payment; or
2. Reduce the amount of Federal land conveyed to private ownership.

1.5 Decision Framework

This environmental assessment (EA) will provide the information needed for the responsible official,
the Forest Supervisor of the Custer Gallatin National Forest, to select a course of action to be
implemented for the ECID Land Exchange. The decision will also include a determination whether
or not the impacts of the actions are significant. If the impacts are determined to be insignificant, a
Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) can be issued, and the decision implemented. The
decision notice will include a rationale for the alternative selected
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The decision to be made is whether to retain the lands currently under Federal ownership and
Forest Service management (Alternative A- No Action) or authorize the proposed land exchange
(Alternative B- Proposed Action) and related provisions as proposed. The decision will address
specific components of the Proposed Action, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lands to be included in the exchange.
Water rights to be transferred.
Mineral rights to be conveyed.
Livestock grazing and special use permits.
Deed reservations or easements for access.
Deed restrictions to protect resources (ex. wetlands or cultural).
Relocation, improvement, and/or construction of Sweet Trunk Trail No. 274, Inspiration
Divide Trail No. 8 and Big Timber Canyon Trailhead.

1.5.1 Federal Regulations
Basic authorities for this proposed land exchange are the General Exchange Act of March 20,
1922 (P.L. 67-173; 42 Stat. 465; 16 U.S.C. 485, 486), as amended by the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLPMA) of October 21, 1976 (P.L. 94-579; 90 Stat. 2743; 43 U.S.C. 17151717) and the Federal Land Exchange Facilitation Act of August 20, 1988 (P.L. 100-409; 102
Stat. 1086; 43 U.S.C. 1716).
The Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976, as amended, Section 206, requires that
the value of exchanged lands be equal, but the exchange can be adjusted for any difference in
value by cash equalization payments of up to 25% of the value of the Federal lands.
Land exchange regulations for the USDA Forest Service are set at 36 CFR, part 254, subpart A.
Forest Service Manual 5403 and 5430.3 give direction concerning Forest Service policies
regarding land exchanges. Agency policy and general guidance for land exchange processes are
also located in Forest Service Handbook 5409.13, chapter 30. This proposed land exchange will
follow Forest Service policy including:
•

•
•

Forest Service Manual (FSM) 5430.2: the objective of the land exchange program is to
utilize land exchanges as a tool, in concert with the purchase program, to implement Forest
land and resource management planning and direction; to optimize NFS land ownership
patterns; to further resource protection and use; and to meet the present and future needs of
the American people.
Complete land exchanges to consolidate NFS and private, state, or local government land
patterns, to permit needed urban or industrial expansion; or to make other adjustments in
landownership clearly in the public interest FSM 5403.1(5).
Achieve the optimum landownership pattern to provide for the protection and management
of resource uses to meet the needs of the nation now and in the future (FSM 5402.1).

1.5.2 Land Management Plan Consistency
This environmental assessment tiers to, and incorporates by reference, the Custer Gallatin National
Forest Land and Resource Management Plan Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) and
follows the 2002 Custer Gallatin National Forest Land Management Plan (LMP). The LMP provides
direction (components) to provide for integrated social, economic, and ecological sustainability, and
ecosystem integrity and diversity, while providing for ecosystem services and multiple uses of the
Custer Gallatin National Forest lands and resources.
The LMP includes forestwide and geographic area desired conditions, goals, objectives, standards,
and guidelines. The forestwide plan components apply to all Custer Gallatin National Forest System
10
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lands, unless otherwise stated under direction for geographic areas. The project area includes both
the Bridger, Bangtail, and Crazy Mountains Geographic Area and the Madison, Henrys Lake, and
Gallatin Mountains Geographic Area. It also includes two Designated Areas the Crazy Mountains
BCA and the South Crazy RWA.
•
•
•
•
•

The Proposed Action is consistent with objectives, goals, desired conditions in the LMP.
Components that specifically apply to the purposes of this Proposed Action are:
The Custer Gallatin National Forest works with willing landowners and partners to
consolidate ownership and acquire access in the Crazy Mountains.
The Crazy Mountains embody a tribal cultural landscape significant to ongoing
traditional cultural practices of the Crow Tribe.
To maintain or restore habitat connectivity for wildlife.
The Crazy Mountain BCA and RWA provides for quiet, nonmotorized recreation
opportunities to predominate and are characterized by a natural environment where
ecological processes such as natural succession, wildfire, avalanches, insects and disease
function as the primary forces affecting the environment.

In considering lands for acquisition the LMP Management Approaches (MAs) provides elements to
consider for land ownership adjustments to protect resources and improve efficiency of management
(U.S. Department of Agriculture 2022a).
This project meets these MAs by involving lands that:
• Contribute to recovery of threatened or endangered species.
• Are important for wildlife connectivity and big game winter range.
• Provide for protection of important historical or cultural resources.
• Enhance recreation, public access, and protection of aesthetic values.
• Are within Recommended Wilderness, IRA or other environmentally sensitive lands.
• Reduce expenses and support logical and efficient management.

2.0 Proposed Action and Alternative
The alternatives in this preliminary environmental assessment were developed to respond to the
need for action (Section 1.3).

2.1 Alternative A- No Action
This alternative represents reasonably foreseeable conditions that would be expected in the
absence of the proposed land exchange. Under Alternative A, the Forest Service and non-Federal
party would not exchange lands. The existing landownership pattern, as detailed in section 1.4
would remain; limited public access and checkerboard ownership management challenges would
persist.

2.2 Alternative B- Proposed Land Exchange
Federal lands and associated interests, detailed in section 1.4, would be exchanged with nonFederal lands and associated interests, also detailed in section 1.4. By mutual agreement between
the Forest Service and the non-Federal party, documented in the Agreement to Initiate, each
component of the East Crazy Inspiration Divide Land Exchange will be completed on an equal
value basis (as required by FLPMA, Section 206).
2.2.1 Additional Elements of the Proposed Action
Land Management Plan Area Designation
11
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Forestwide plan components would apply to the acquired lands (identified in section 1.4). The plan
components for the geographic areas and designated areas within which each parcel is located would
also apply.
Parcels A-I and K would be incorporated into the Bridger, Bangtail, and Crazy Mountains
Geographic Area. Parcels A-I would also be incorporated into the Crazy Mountain BCA. Parcel K
would be also incorporated into the Crazy Mountain RWA.
Parcel J would be incorporated in the Madison, Henrys Lake, and Gallatin Mountains Geographic
Area.
Reservations
Reserving trail Rights-of-Ways on portions of Parcels 1, 2, and 7, and potentially Parcels 4
& 5, as necessary to accommodate construction of the Sweet Trunk Trail No. 274.
• Reserving Right-of-Way for Big Timber Creek Road No. 197. (Parcel 7)
• Reserving Right-of-Way for Eglise Rock Overlook Trail No. 468. (Parcel 8)
• To ensure compliance with Executive Order 11990, a deed restriction may be required to
remedy any wetland deficit.
• Federal and non-Federal parties will continue to work with Montana Land Reliance to
finalize amendment of the Conservation Easement on Parcel J prior to closing.
Trails and Trailhead
•

Included in the land exchange proposal is a 22- mile trail relocation to be located almost entirely on
NFS lands if the exchange is completed. The relocated trail, referred to as Sweet Trunk Trail No.
274, will connect with existing Big Timber Creek Trail No. 119 at the south end and Sweet Grass
Trail in the upper drainages of Sweet Grass Canyon to the north. This will create an approximately
40 mile non-motorized/non-mechanized loop trail providing access to other system trails throughout
the Crazy Mountains. Portions of the relocated trail that cross Federal lands to be conveyed to
private ownership will be reserved in the patent; any portions that cross private lands will be
documented in an easement donated by the landowner.
The non-Federal party would fund the relocated trail along the eastern side of the Crazy Mountains
as well as improvements to the Big Timber Canyon Trailhead which may include resurfacing the
current parking area, construction of additional parking, installation of toilet facilities, and
installation of an interpretive kiosk. The parties will eventually develop and enter into a more
detailed agreement regarding the trail and trailhead improvements and identify each party’s roles and
responsibilities.
The non-Federal party will also relocate a short segment of Inspiration Divide Trail No. 8 in the SE
corner of T. 7 S., R. 2 E., Section 9. This relocated trail will be located entirely on NFS lands if the
exchange is completed.
Minerals
The landowners (who currently retain surface and mineral rights) intend to convey all minerals
associated with the non-Federal lands to the United States.
With the exception of non-Federal parcels C and D, mineral title evidence indicates mineral rights
are partially held by the landowners or severed. The non-Federal party agrees to diligently pursue
acquisition of the outstanding mineral interests for conveyance to the U.S.
The Forest Service intends to convey all minerals rights associated with the Federal lands to the
landowners.
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Table 3 - Non-Federal and Federal Parcel Mineral Ownership

Non-Federal Parcel Mineral Title
Parcel

Owner

Mineral Ownership

A

Ward & Parker Ranch, LLC

Outstanding

B

Carroccia Ranch, LP & Carroccia Family, LP

Outstanding

C

Carroccia Ranch, LP & Carroccia Family, LP

Whole

D

Ward & Parker Ranch, LLC

Whole

E

Hailstone Ranch Company

Outstanding

F

Hailstone Ranch Company

Outstanding

G

Hailstone Ranch Company

Outstanding

H

Switchback Ranch, LLC

Outstanding

I

Switchback Ranch, LLC
Yellowstone Development, LLC &
Yellowstone Mountain Club, LLC
CMR Ranch Owner, LLC

Outstanding

J
K

Outstanding
Outstanding

Federal Parcel Mineral Title
Parcel
1 - 10

Owner

Mineral Ownership

United States

Whole

Water Rights
The Forest Service Handbook (FSH) directs that a water rights analysis be completed to address
ground or surface water rights associated with the Federal and non-Federal lands (FSH 5409.13,
32.45). This analysis is summarized within this document and can be obtained from the project
record upon request.
Water right records from the Montana DNRC Water Rights Division database, Preliminary Decrees
(PD) issued by the Montana State Water Court, the Objection List issued by the Montana State
Water Court for each basin, and records maintained by the Montana Bureau of Mines and Geology
Groundwater Information Center (GWIC), were examined to determine which water rights may be
affected by this proposed land exchange.
With the proposed land exchange there are several categories of water rights that will transfer,
require no action or will require ownership updates or amendments. See below table for overview of
water rights that are detailed in the report.
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Table 4 - Water Rights affected by proposed land exchange

Water Rights to be conveyed from Federal ownership to private ownership
Water Right No.
Parcel
Owner
Disposition
43BV 60160-00
Federal Parcel 2
USDA Forest Service
Transfer 100%
43BV 60158-00
Federal Parcel 3
USDA Forest Service
Transfer 100%
43B 30145848
Federal Parcel 6
USDA Forest Service
Transfer 100%
Federal parcel water rights unaffected by proposed land exchange
Water Right No.
Parcel
Owner
Disposition
43B 171155-00
Federal Parcel 7
Switchback Ranch LLC
No change required
43B 171156-00
Federal Parcel 7
Switchback Ranch LLC
No change required
43B 181083-00
Federal Parcel 7
Switchback Ranch LLC
Amend POD & POU
43B 30138112
Federal Parcel 7
Switchback Ranch LLC
Amend geocodes
Outstanding water rights
Water Right No.
Parcel
Owner
Disposition
43BV 30143592
Federal Parcel 3
Billy Creek Ranch Trust
US filed objection
43BV 30143593
Federal Parcel 3
Billy Creek Ranch Trust
US filed objection
43BV 30143594
Federal Parcel 3
Billy Creek Ranch Trust
US filed objection
Water Rights to be conveyed from private ownership to Federal ownership
Water Right No.
Parcel
Owner
Disposition
40A 30139212
Non-Federal Parcel A
Ward and Parker LLC
Transfer 100%
43BV 30137749
Non-Federal Parcel B
Carroccia Family LP
Split Ownership
43BV 30143518
Non-Federal Parcel D
Ward and Parker LLC
Transfer 100%
43 BV 30143519
Non-Federal Parcel D
Ward and Parker LLC
Transfer 100%
43BV 30146156
Non-Federal Parcel I
Switchback Ranch LLC
Transfer 100%
43BV 30146157
Non-Federal Parcel I
Switchback Ranch LLC
Split Ownership
43BV 30146158
Non-Federal Parcel I
Switchback Ranch LLC
Split Ownership
Non-Federal parcel water rights to be reserved
Water Right No.
Parcel
Owner
Disposition
43A19199200
Non-Federal Parcel K
CMR Ranch Owner LLC
Reserved
43A19199300
Non-Federal Parcel K
CMR Ranch Owner LLC
Reserved
43A19203300
Non-Federal Parcel K
CMR Ranch Owner LLC
Reserved
43A19203400
Non-Federal Parcel K
CMR Ranch Owner LLC
Reserved
Non-Federal parcel water rights unaffected by proposed land exchange
Water Right No.
Parcel
Owner
Disposition
41H 30008927
Non-Federal Parcel J
MT FWP
No change required
Livestock Grazing Permits and Leases
The lands proposed for exchange encompasses six grazing allotments in the Crazy Mountain
Range: South Fork American, Sunlight, Basin, Sweet Grass, Otter Creek, and Big Timber. There
are no allotments affected in the Inspiration Divide portion of the exchange.
Below are descriptions of the grazing allotments within the Crazy Mountains that will be affected
through the proposed land exchange. Combined, these allotments consist of approximately
44,521 acres (25,976 NFS lands, and 18,545 Private Lands (PVT)):
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Table 5 - Description of Crazy Mountains grazing allotments affected by land exchange

Allotment
South Fork
American
Sunlight
Basin
Sweet Grass
Otter Creek
Big Timber
Big Timber

Acres

9,954
(8,394 NFS/
1,560 PVT)
17,718
(10,930 NFS/
6,788 PVT)
1,265
(458 NFS/
807 PVT)
970
(640 N FS/
330 PVT)
5,629
(847 NFS/
4,782 PVT)
8,985
(4,707 NFS/
4,278 PVT)
8,985
(4,707 NFS/
4,278 PVT)

Permit Type
Term
Term on/Off

Permittee
Rein Anchor Ranch, Ltd
c/o Chuck Rein

Livestock # Dates
280 cow/calf 06/01-11/10

Term
Term Private

Carroccia Ranch LP

43 yearlings 07/15-09/15

Term On/Off

Nathan Anderson

113 cow/calf 07/01-09/30

Term On/Off

Nathan Anderson

52 cow/calf 07/01-09/30

Term On/Off

Hailstone Ranch Co.
c/o Lee Langhus

187 cow/calf 06/26-09/30

Term On/Off

Switchback Ranch LLC
c/o Haylee Kramer

60 horses

Term

Carroccia Ranch LP

50 yearlings 07/15-09/15

07/06-09/05

Permits may be modified, cancelled (in whole or part) as a consequence of the exchange. Lands that
are added to the NFS lands may be made available for grazing (through the grant process).
Permit holders may reserve grazing privileges on NFS lands for two years from the date the Forest
Service provides written notice of a land exchange being considered that affects the holders’
allotments, or they may elect to waive the notification period for the right to reserve (36 CFR
222.4(a)(1)).
Fences, Roads, Irrigation Ditches, and Other Improvements
Fences, low standard roads, trails, irrigation ditches and other improvements are known to exist
on the non-Federal and Federal lands identified for exchange. The Forest Service and
landowner(s) agree to accept title to the lands knowing fences, low standard roads, trails,
irrigation ditches and other minor improvements may exist.
Land Special Use Authorizations
The lands special uses authorizations on the Federal parcels are in the Crazy Mountains and include:
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Table 6 - Lands special use authorizations on Federal parcels in the Crazy Mountains

Authorization Holder

Authorization type

Federal
Parcel

Legal location

John and Sylvia Drivdahl

Easement for Agricultural
Irrigation and Livestock
Watering System Easement
Permit for Powerline

6

T. 4 N., R. 12 E., Section 36,
SE¼NW¼, S½NE¼

2

Permit for Water System

7

T. 4 N., R. 12 E., Section 10,
N½
T. 3 N., R. 12 E., Section 2,
NW¼

Northwestern Corporation
(Northwestern Energy)
Switchback Ranch, LLC
c/o David Leuschen

Upon execution of the land exchange, these authorizations would be amended or closed as described
below:
The Agricultural Irrigation and Livestock Watering System Easement encumbers Parcel 6 and the
deed to Hailstone Ranch Company will be issued subject to this easement.
The powerline permit to Northwestern Energy would be amended to remove a portion of the line and
Ward & Parker Ranch LLC will be required to grant an easement to Northwestern Energy.
The water system permit issued to Switchback Ranch LLC will be closed since the Switchback
Ranch LLC will be the non-Federal party acquiring the land this permit encumbers.
Recreation Special Use Authorizations
Outfitter and Guides (OGs) operate in the Federal parcels proposed for exchange under special use
authorizations. These permits do not have specific locations but use the general landscape in the east
Crazy Mountains and Big Sky areas.
Four outfitters in the east Crazy Mountains have permits that authorize day-use and overnight service
days in the Federal parcels proposed for exchange. Authorized services include horseback riding and
fall hunting.
Three outfitters in the Big Sky area have permits that authorize day-use and overnight service days in
the Federal parcels proposed for exchange. Use types include hiking, overnight backpacking,
horseback riding, snowmobiling, and fall hunting. Ten other OGs have use areas that include large
portions of the Bozeman District and would not be likely to use those parcels (being too remote).
Table 7 - Outfitter Guide permits affected by the land exchange

Authorization Holder
Sweet Grass Ranch
Anchor Outfitting
Cowboy Up Outfitters
Lazy K Bar
Jake’s Horses, Inc.
Canyon Adventures
Lone Mountain Ranch, Inc.

Use
Day use horseback
Day use fall hunting
Day use horseback and overnight fall
hunting
Day use
Horseback day use and overnight
summer/fall
Day use snowmobiling
Overnight summer backpacking and pack
trips
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The permittees will be notified of the exchange and additional lands may be identified for use as
needed. Permits will be modified to remove use on the Federal parcels prior to closing.
Hazardous Materials
The Forest Service and non-Federal party is not aware of any hazardous material issues on the
Federal or non-Federal parcels. Phase I Environmental Site Assessments will be completed
during the exchange process. Any recognized environmental conditions identified will be dealt
with in a manner acceptable to both parties.

2.3 Alternatives Considered but Eliminated from Detailed Analysis
Sometimes alternatives are suggested or proposed that do not adequately respond to the purpose
and need for action, are technically or economically infeasible, are speculative, or would have
substantially similar effects as an existing alternative. In such cases, the alternatives are usually
eliminated from detailed analysis.
The table below (table 8) demonstrates some Alternatives that have been considered and the
rationale as to why they are not being considered in detail:
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Table 8- Alternatives considered but dismissed from detailed analysis
Considered Alternative

Rationale for Elimination from Detailed Study

Direct Purchase
• The Forest Service would purchase the nonFederal lands and associated interests,
described within Section 1.4, from the
private owners (Parcels A-K) and retain the
proposed NFS lands for exchange.

Rationale:
Forest Service policy for land exchanges requires consideration of a
direct purchase alternative (FSH 5409.13).
These landowners are not willing to sell their land to the Forest Service.
Private landowners have only expressed interest in exchanging the nonFederal lands for the Federal lands located within, and adjacent, to their
private lands.

Direct Right of Way/Easement Purchase

Rationale:
These landowners are not willing to sell or grant a right of way or
easement to the Forest Service on private lands near, within or adjacent
to these locations.

• The Forest Service would purchase

easements for Rein Lane Road, Sweet Grass
Trail, East Trunk Trail and Smeller Lake
Trail.

Consider Six Individual projects rather than
an Assembled Exchanges

• The Forest Service would meet and

negotiate with landowners individually and
process/evaluate each exchange
independently.

Legislated Land Exchange

• The Land Exchange should be legislated by
Congress rather than follow the Forest
Service administrative process.

If viable this alternative would only meet some of the need identified
for the exchange. Notably public access would be improved.
However, other benefits of lands consolidation and designated area
protection would not be achieved.
Rationale:
Individual projects with each landowner was determined not viable
early in the process as described in the background section because the
holistic public benefits could not be achieved without broader
consideration.
In addition, assembled land exchanges often result in reduced
administrative costs and consider the direct, indirect and cumulative
environmental effects of the proposal in totality.
Rationale:
The Forest Service believes an open and inclusive process is important
for the consideration of this proposal.
Unless otherwise provided by law, all land exchange cases shall be
processed in accordance with Forest Service land exchange regulations
at Title 36, Code of Federal Regulations, part 254, subpart A (36 CFR,
part 254, subpart A), except for land exchanges and interchanges
authorized by the Small Tracts Act of January 12, 1983 (16 U.S.C.
521c - 521i) which are subject to 36 CFR part 254, subpart C (FSM
5570 and FSH 5509.11).
Specific legislation may authorize or direct the Forest Service to initiate
a land exchange.
Legislative proposals may be initiated by the Forest Service or a nonagency entity. However, Forest Service personnel are prohibited from
supporting or opposing a legislative proposal until the Secretary of
Agriculture determines the official position of the Administration (FSM
1510.1). Forest Service personnel are also statutorily prohibited by
anti-lobbying laws (18 U.S.C. sec. 1913) from attempting to influence a
member of Congress to support or oppose the proposal. The nonFederal exchange party, or other interested parties, may promote
legislation on their own behalf (sec. 31.13a).
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2.4 Maps of Proposed Action

Figure 3 - Map of East Crazy ownership if the Proposed Action is implemented
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Figure 4 - Map of the Inspiration Divide parcels if the Proposed Action is implemented
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3.0 Preliminary Environmental Effects
This section summarizes the preliminary potential effects of the Proposed Action on specific
resources. The detailed Proposed Action within section 2.2, provides specifics of the current
conditions for many resource areas for both the Federal and non-Federal lands, and the proposed
outcome of the elements of the exchange.
For numerous resources, Alternative A- No Action, is the same as the current condition. Without
implementing the proposed land exchange, the current condition would continue as it is now. The
No Action Alternative serves a baseline against which the environmental effects of the Proposed
Action (Alternative B) can be compared.

3.1 Inventoried Roadless Areas, Backcountry Areas and
Recommended Wilderness
Affected Environment

The East Crazy Inspiration Divide project involves Inventoried Roadless Areas (IRA), Backcountry
Areas (BCA) and Recommended Wilderness Areas (RWA).
Crazy Mountain IRA
In the East Crazy Mountains Area, portions of three Federal parcels (1, 2, 4) and all of one Federal
parcel (5) account for approximately 1,104 acres, approximately 1% within the boundary of the
82,091-acre Crazy Mountain IRA. These parcels are generally on the border of the IRA, are adjacent to
private lands and/or development.
Ten of the non-Federal parcels (A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K) are either entirely or partially
surrounded by the Crazy Mountain IRA. These sections are interior, undeveloped
checkerboard sections within the broader Crazy Mountain IRA. While the project does not
include changes to mapped roadless boundaries these sections would all receive direct
protection because of their locations within the IRA and adjacent to other protected NFS
sections.
Madison IRA
In the Inspiration Divide area, all three Federal parcels (8, 9, 10) account for 500 acres or less
than 1% within the 127,856-acre Madison IRA. These parcels are at the boundary of a
private housing development but are generally less developed in character.
One non- Federal parcel (J) is adjacent the Madison Roadless Area, also adjacent to private
lands and near the Lee Metcalf Wilderness. Parcel J consists of 605 acres of undeveloped
lands that would be managed consistent with their adjacent roadless settings.
Crazy Mountain BCA
The 30,642-acre Crazy Mountain BCA is adjacent to 9 non-Federal parcels (A, B, C, D, E,
F, G, H, I) involved in this exchange. There would be a gain of approximately 5,176 acres
into the Crazy Mountain BCA; these sections are all interior to the BCA.
South Crazy RWA
In Crazy Mountains Area, Parcel K is surrounded on three sides by the 9,619-acre South
Crazy Mountain Recommended Wilderness Area. The proposed exchange would add 640
acres to the South Crazy Mountain RWA increasing the area to 10,260 acres.
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Other Designated Areas
There are no eligible Wild and Scenic River segments, Designated Wild and Scenic
Rivers or Designated Wilderness in or near any of the parcels to be exchanged.
Land Management Plan Direction
The 2001 Roadless Rule established prohibitions on road construction, road reconstruction,
and timber harvesting on 58.5 million acres of inventoried roadless areas on NFS lands. The
intent of the 2001 Roadless Rule is to provide lasting protection for inventoried roadless
areas within the NFS in the context of multiple-use management. The final environmental
impact statement for the 2001 Roadless Rule stated that, “For lands acquired through
exchange, Forest Service regulation states that those lands within areas having an
administrative designation set through the land management planning process, shall
automatically become part of the area within which they are located, and shall be managed
in accordance with the laws, regulations, and land management plans applicable to the area
(36 CFR 254.3(f)).”
Backcountry Areas:
Backcountry areas are generally undeveloped or lightly developed. They are either unroaded, or have
few, primitive roads. Some are both unroaded and untrailed. Backcountry areas provide for more
remote, semi-primitive recreation opportunities, both motorized and nonmotorized, depending on the
area (U.S. Department of Agriculture 2022b).
Key components of the Crazy Mountain BCA include:
•
•
•

Quiet, nonmotorized recreation opportunities predominate.
New permanent or temporary roads shall not be allowed.
The backcountry area is not suitable for motorized transport. The backcountry area is not
suitable for mechanized transport, except use of game carts.

Recommended Wilderness:
Recommended wilderness areas are lands that have the potential to become designated as official
wilderness through future legislation. The Forest Service only recommends these lands to the U.S.
Congress for consideration. Congress, and ultimately the President, must establish legislation
through a wilderness bill.
Key desired conditions for recommended wilderness areas include:
•
•
•

Recommended wilderness areas maintain their existing wilderness characteristics, to
preserve opportunities for inclusion in the National Wilderness Preservation System.
Recommended wilderness areas provide outstanding opportunities for solitude or primitive
and unconfined recreation. Impacts from visitor use do not detract from the natural setting.
Recommended wilderness areas are characterized by a natural environment where ecological
processes such as natural succession, wildfire, avalanches, insects, and disease function as
the primary forces affecting the environment

Effects of No Action
Under the no action Alternative, the area would continue in its existing configuration. Future
development of interior private lands including logging, structures, or other commercial ventures
within these areas would have the potential to impact the surrounding qualities of the Federal lands
or drive other requests for special use authorizations within the IRA, BCA and RWA.
Effects of Proposed Action
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Under the 2022 Forest Plan the forestwide plan components would apply to all the acquired lands
proposed in the exchange. The plan components for the geographic areas and designated areas
within which each acquired parcel is located would also apply.
•
•
•
•

Parcels A-I and K would be incorporated into the Bridger, Bangtail, and Crazy Mountains
Geographic Area.
Parcels A-I would also be incorporated into the Crazy Mountain BCA.
Parcel K would be also incorporated into the Crazy Mountain RWA.
Parcel J would be incorporated in the Madison, Henrys Lake, and Gallatin Mountains
Geographic Area.

The Proposed Action would provide benefits to the protection and integrity of the IRA, BCA and
RWA for the purposes they were provided protection in the 2001 Roadless Area Conservation Rule
and the 2022 LMP.
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Figure 5 - Crazy Mountain IRA
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Figure 6 - Madison IRA
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Figure 7 - South Crazy RWA and Crazy Mountain BCA
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3.2 Roads, Trails and Access
Affected Environment
The Crazy Mountain Forest Reserve was established in 1906 and in 1908 became part of the
Absaroka National Forest, and later, part of the Custer Gallatin National Forest (CGNF). The Crazy
Mountain Range (Crazies), located in south-central Montana north of Livingston and west of Big
Timber, Montana. The Northern Pacific Railroad was deeded most odd number sections in the
Crazies range (1919-1930) and a few homesteads were established within the Forest boundary
resulting in the checkerboard ownership that has created this legacy of complicated public and
private interest. The northern portion of the Crazies is administered by the Helena Lewis and Clark
National Forest and the southern portion is administered by the CGNF. This island mountain range
which is surrounded by private property has limited public access.
There are several historic routes in the Crazies that cross private land and have been used to access
NFS lands, some for which the Forest Service has acquired recorded easements and several that do
not have recorded easements. In the 2006 Travel Management Plan (U.S. Department of Agriculture
2006), the agency identified the need to acquire additional access within the Crazies for the purpose
of recreation and administration of the Forest.
This Travel Plan identified and established opportunities for public recreation use and access using
the Forest’s road and trail system. The Travel Plan is organized into travel planning areas. The East
Crazy Inspiration Divide Land Exchange proposal involves two travel planning areas: The East
Crazies Travel Planning Area (TPA) and the Big Sky TPA.

3.2.1 East Crazy Travel Plan Area Access
Sweet Grass Road No. 990
Sweet Grass Road No. 990 is accessed via Rein Lane (a nearly 7-mile private road) and ends at the
junction with Sweet Grass Trail No. 122 in Parcel 1.
There has been debate over public access to the Sweet Grass drainage, the Forest Service lacks
recorded easements on Rein Lane or Sweet Grass Road No. 990 to access NFS lands. This situation
makes the road inaccessible and unavailable for the administration of the NFS as shown on the
Access Existing Condition East Crazy Travel Plan Area (Figure 8).
The Travel Plan designated this road on Parcels 1 and 2 to be an administrative motorized route; but
not open to public motorized use.
Sweet Grass Road No. 990 is depicted on the 2012 Visitor Map, with the administrative road
symbology “motorized use is prohibited” but the “route is otherwise open to foot and stock” as
decided in the Travel Plan and depicted in the INFRA database.
Within the Travel Plan, Table I-3 Forest Access Objectives (Chapter I Forestwide Goals, Objectives,
Standards, and Guidelines, pages I-4 through I-8) the Forest determined access to the area was
inadequate and identified the need and desire to acquire road access to the NFS boundary and across
the current checkerboard private in-holdings in the Sweetgrass Area.
Rein Lane is depicted as a private road in INFRA and as non-Forest Service jurisdiction on maps
published by the Agency. Direction and route designation in the Travel Plan and Forest Plan do not
speak to this road.
Sweet Grass Road No. 900, crosses Parcels 1 and 2 and in the Proposed Action would not be
reserved for administrative or public use.
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Sweet Grass Trail No. 122
Sweet Grass Trail No. 122 is currently depicted as beginning in T. 4 N., R. 12 E., Section 2, running
coincident with Sweet Grass Road No. 990 for approximately 3.6 miles to T. 4 N., R. 12 E., Section
8, where the road terminates. The start of Trail No. 122 was traditionally shown as starting in Section
8 at Eagle Park through the 1980s and later shifted to be shown as starting in Section 2 and
coincident with Road No. 990 in the late 1990s. The trail crosses intermingled private and NFS lands
for approximately 11 miles and ends in T. 4 N., R. 11 E., Section 34, at the junction with Big Timber
Creek Trail No. 119 at the Conical Peak Saddle.
While there has been longstanding debate over the public use of Sweet Grass Trail No. 122, the
Forest Service currently holds no recorded easements in T. 4 N., R. 12 E., Sections 2, 7 and 9. The
Forest Service does hold recorded easements for the remainder of the trail as depicted in the Travel
Plan Appendix A, Acquired Easements and on Access Existing Condition East Crazy Travel Plan
Area (Figure 8).
The Travel Plan designated this trail as non-motorized and non-mechanized. It is currently managed
from the west to T. 4 N., R. 12 E., Section 8, as a Trail Class 3 trail for foot and stock use.
Within the Travel Plan, Table I-3 Forest Access Objectives (Chapter I Forestwide Goals, Objectives,
Standards, and Guidelines, pages I-4 through I-8) the Forest determined access to the area was
inadequate and identified the need and desire to “Perfect trail access across private in-holdings
within Sweetgrass…”
This route crosses the west side of Parcel 1. In the Proposed Action, Sweet Grass Trail No. 122
would not be reserved for administrative or public use.
East Trunk Trail No. 136
The East Trunk Trail No. 136 (aka Trail No. 115) is currently depicted as beginning in T. 3 N., R. 12
E., Section 1, at the junction with Big Timber Creek Road No. 197 and ends at Sweet Grass Road
No. 990 in T. 4 N., R. 12 E., Section 2. The trail crosses intermingled private and NFS lands for
approximately 11 miles.
The trail is shown on Forest S maps dating back to 1925, although it is absent from the 1962 and
1973 maps, the trail location has changed over time with the most substantial changes occurring at
the northern most extent at its terminus on private property in Sweet Grass Creek.
East Trunk trail is coincident with two segments of administrative roads, the Amelong Creek Road
No. 7083 in T. 3 N., R. 13. E., Section 6 and T. 4 N., R. 13. E., Section 31, and Amelong C Creek
Spur No. 7083-C in T. 4 N., R. 12 E., Section 36. The administrative roads are not open to the public
for motorized use.
There has been longstanding debate over the public use of East Trunk Trail No. 136. The Forest
Service currently holds one trail easement that is approximately 600 feet in length (as depicted in
Appendix A, Acquired Easements) where the trail begins at Big Timber Creek Road No. 197. There
are no other recorded easements where the trail crosses private lands as shown on the Access
Existing Condition East Crazy Travel Plan Area (Figure 8) the trail has not been regularly
maintained and is difficult to locate on the ground.
The Travel Plan designated this trail as non-motorized. It was incorrectly shown as open to mountain
bikes and depicted incorrectly on the 2012 Visitor Map; the easement referenced above only allows
for foot and horse.
Within the Travel Plan, Table I-3 Forest Access Objectives (Chapter I Forestwide Goals, Objectives,
Standards, and Guidelines, pages I-4 through I-8) the Forest determined access to the area was
inadequate and identified the need and desire to “Perfect trail access across private in-holdings
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…along trail No 115…”
This route crosses Parcels 3, 5 and 6. East Trunk Trail No. 136 would not be reserved for
administrative or public use as part of the Proposed Action.
Big Timber Creek Road No. 197
The Big Timber Creek Road No. 197 begins at the end of the County Road in T. 3 N., R. 12 E.,
Section 12 and travels through private and NFS for approximately 4 miles before it terminates at the
Halfmoon Campground and trailhead in T. 3 N., R. 12 E., Section 4.
The Forest Service holds recorded easements for the entire length of the road where it crosses private
property as (as depicted Appendix A, Acquired Easements) and as shown on the Access Existing
Condition East Crazy Travel Plan Area (Figure 8).
The Travel Plan designated this road as open to highway vehicles and is open year-round as depicted
on the 2012 Visitor Map. Portions of the route are currently plowed for private ranch activities under
permit.
This route crosses Parcel 7 and the Forest Service will reserve Big Timber Creek Road No. 197 as
part of the Proposed Action.
Big Timber Creek Trail No. 119
The Big Timber Creek Trail No. 119 begins in T. 3. N., R. 12 E., Section 4 at the trailhead located at
the end of Big Timber Creek Road No. 197. The trail crosses intermingled private and NFS lands for
approximately 6 miles to Conical Pass and the junction with Sweet Grass Trail No. 122 in T. 4 N., R.
11 E., Section 34.
The Forest Service holds recorded easements for nearly the entire length of the trail where it crosses
private property (as depicted Appendix A, Acquired Easements) except for a small segment of trail in
the northwest corner of T. 3 N., R. 11 E., Section 1, as shown on the Access Existing Condition East
Crazy Travel Plan Area (Figure 8).
The Travel Plan designated this trail as non-motorized; and open only to foot and horse as dictated
by the easements.
Within the Travel Plan, Table I-3 Forest Access Objectives (Chapter I Forestwide Goals, Objectives,
Standards, and Guidelines, pages I-4 through I-8) the Forest determined access to the area was
inadequate and identified the need and desire to “Perfect trail access across private in-holdings
…along trail No. 119…”
The Big Timber Creek Trail No. 119 does not cross any parcels included in the Exchange Proposal.
The Forest Service has identified the need for an easement in T. 3 N., R. 11 E. (Section 2).
Smeller Lake Trail No. 220
This trail is entirely on NFS lands up to the boundary with private lands in T. 3 N., R. 11 E., Section
13. The Forest Service does not hold a recorded easement in Parcel K, to access Smeller Lake.
This route was determined to be open to foot, horse, and mountain bikes and has been identified as a
route that there is a need for additional access within the Travel Plan. In the 2022 LMP, this trail now
crosses into the South Crazy RWA and is no longer suitable for mountain bike use.
Within the Travel Plan, Table I-3 Forest Access Objectives (Chapter I Forestwide Goals, Objectives,
Standards, and Guidelines, pages I-4 through I-8) the Forest determined access to the area was
inadequate and identified the need and desire to “Acquire Trail access…to Smeller Lake on Smeller
Lake #220 in section 13.”
The Proposed Action would acquire Parcel K (see figure 1) and additional easements would not need
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to be secured.
Other Area Administrative Roads
The Travel Plan designated four roads within the project area as administrative motorized routes; but
not open to public motorized use. These routes include:
•
•
•
•

Billy Creek Road No. 7085
Amelong Creek No. 7083
Amelong Creek A Spur No. 7083-A
Amelong Creek C Spur No. 7083-C

All four administrative roads are depicted on the 2012 Visitor Map, with the administrative road
symbology “motorized use is prohibited” but the “route is otherwise open to foot and stock” as
decided in the Travel Plan and depicted in the INFRA database. In some instances, as noted they are
coincident with nonmotorized trails.
These routes all cross NFS and private lands, the Forest does not hold recorded easements where
they cross private lands making them inaccessible for the administration of the NFS as shown on the
Access Existing Condition East Crazy Travel Plan Area (figure 8).
These routes cross Parcels 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. These routes would not be reserved for administrative or
public use as part of the Proposed Action.
Proposed Sweet Trunk Trail No. 274
The project proposes a 22-mile trail relocation that would replace East Trunk Trail No. 136
(approximately 11 miles) as well as a segment of Sweet Grass Trail No. 122 crossing NFS lands that
would not be reserved as part of this exchange. The relocated trail would be called Sweet Trunk
Trail No. 274.
While most of this relocated trail will be located on NFS lands, the proposal includes agreement that
the landowners would provide easements for small segments that cross non-Federal lands if needed.
Due to the topography, it be necessary to relocate a portion of the trail off NFS lands to meet Forest
Service trail design standards.
The trail would provide perpetual access to the public in the east Crazy Mountains. It would become
part of the larger east Crazy trail network making a 40-mile loop possible. The route would be
managed consistently with Travel Plan and Forest Plan goals such as the East Crazy Backcountry
Area, that provide for non-motorized, foot and horse use recreation opportunities.

3.2.2 Big Sky Travel Plan Area: Trails and Access
Inspiration Divide No. 8
The Inspiration Divide Trail No. 8 is a 16.4-mile trail with approximately 6 miles located within the
vicinity of the project. Within the project vicinity the trail begins in T. 7 S., R. 2 E., Section 26 and
continues to its terminus along the Lee Metcalf Wilderness Boundary, as shown on the Access
Existing Condition Big Sky Travel Plan Area (figure 9).
The Forest holds recorded easements for the entire length of the trail where it crosses private
property in in T. 7 S., R. 2 E., Sections 9 and 15 (as depicted Appendix A, Acquired Easements).
The Travel Plan Travel Plan designated, and the 2012 Forest Visitor Map displays this segment of
trail is non-motorized as dictated by the easements.
The trail crosses two portions of Parcel J (T. 7 S., R. 2 E., Sections 9 and 15). Acquisition of Parcel J
in the Proposed Action will allow the Forest Service to efficiently manage the trail corridor and any
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beneficial adjacent Forest uses.
Eglise Rock Overlook Trail No. 468
The Eglise Rock Overlook Trail No. 468 is an approximately 1.7-mile spur trail that leaves
Inspiration Divide Trail No. 8 and is located in T. 7 S., R. 2 E., Section 26.
The entire route is currently located on the Forest as shown on the Access Existing Condition Big
Sky Travel Plan Area (figure 9). The current Motor Vehicle Use Map shows Trail 468 as open to
vehicles 50” or less from 6/16-12/01. The Over Snow Vehicle Use Map shows the area directly
adjacent to Trail 468 as open to snowmobiles yearlong.
The Eglise Rock Overlook Trail No. 468 in located on Parcel 8 and the Forest Service would reserve
this motorized trail as part of the Proposed Action. Management of this reservation could be
challenging because terrain and winter conditions may make it difficult for users to distinguish the
specific route location.

Figure 8 - Existing Access in East Crazy parcels
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Figure 9 Exisitng access in the Inspiriation Divide area.

Land Management Plan Direction
2006 Gallatin Travel Plan Decision Access Direction
•
•
•
•

GOAL B. Access. Provide and maintain reasonable, legal access to Gallatin National Forest
lands to provide for human use and enjoyment and to protect and manage Forest resources
and values.
OBJ. B-1. Acquire Perpetual Easements. Acquire, across non-National Forest System (NFS)
lands, perpetual road and trail easements needed to assure adequate protection,
administration and management of National Forest resources and values.
OBJ. B-2. Acquire All Rights Needed. Acquire all interests and rights needed to meet the
objectives and future uses of the National Forest System.
OBJ. B-3. Access Locations. Obtain and protect public and/or administrative access
rights in locations as identified in attached Table I-3.
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LMP 2022 Desired Conditions and Goals
(FW-DC-RT)
•
•

•

01 The transportation system provides safe and efficient public, private inholding, and
administrative access to the Custer Gallatin for recreation, special uses, forest resource
management, and fire management activities.
02 The transportation system is connected to state, county, local public, and other Federal
roads and trails. The transportation system provides reasonable access to facilities, private
in-holdings, and infrastructure (such as buildings, recreation facilities, municipal water
systems, dams, reservoirs, range improvements, electronic and communication sites, and
utility lines)
05 The trail system accommodates current and reasonably foreseeable recreational demands
and ability of the Forest Service to provide sustainable maintenance through volunteer,
partnership, or agency resources.

(FW-DC-LAND)
•
•
•

02 Consolidated surface and mineral ownership meets resource and communities needs and
facilitates efficient land management.
03 Road and trail easements provide adequate administrative access and reasonable public
access to National Forest System lands.
04 Existing access rights are protected, and historical rights are perfected.

(BC-GO-LAND)
•

The Custer Gallatin National Forest works with willing landowners and partners to
consolidate ownership and acquire access in the Crazy Mountains.

Effects of No Action
The No Action alternative would leave road and trail access as they are and would not address
management needs for lands consolidation and access improvement.
Limited public access, checkerboard ownership management challenges, and uncertainty would
persist.
Effects of Proposed Action
Land consolidation creates long-term benefit to the management of the National Forest including the
resolution of outstanding access needs and eliminates longstanding uncertainty and confusion
regarding access to NFS lands. The Proposed Action focuses on resolving access with the
construction of Sweet Trunk Trail on NFS, in lieu of the uncertain status of Sweet Grass Trail and
East Trunk Trail that traverse substantial private lands.
The Sweet Trunk Trail will provide direct access to consolidated NFS lands and will support a wide
diversity of resource management needs, recreation opportunities and ensure perpetual access and
use for future generations.
The acquisition of Parcel K will eliminate the need to perfect additional access on the Smeller Lake
Trail.
The proposed exchange would result in segments of the Inspiration Divide Trail No. 8, totaling
approximately two miles that currently cross private lands, to be located upon NFS lands. The Eglise
Rock Overlook Trail No. 468 is partially located on lands that leave Federal ownership. The United
States will reserve a public access easement for the portion of this trail on Parcel 8 if conveyance out
of Federal ownership occurs.
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The Proposed Action would move towards Forest Plan and Travel Plan goals for lands and access
within the Crazy Mountains and is consistent in Big Sky.

Figure 10- Changes to access in East Crazy parcels under Proposed Action
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Figure 11 - Proposed access changes in the Inspiration Divide parcels

3.3 Recreation Uses
Affected Environment
Land ownership in the Crazy Mountains is a checkerboard pattern of National Forest and private
sections. Consequently, public access and public facilities such as trails are fewer in the Crazy
Mountains. In contrast, land ownership near Big Sky is generally more consolidated and public
access for recreation is more plentiful and more secure. See section 3.2 Roads, Trails and Access
above for detailed trails discussion and effects.
Recreation Opportunity Spectrum
The recreation opportunity spectrum (ROS) offers a framework for understanding relationships and
interactions, having to do with people and recreation options. Forest Plans define and classify areas
with specific recreation opportunity spectrums. The PA project area contains three Recreation
Opportunity Spectrum (ROS) designations: Roaded Natural (RN), Semi Primitive Motorized (SPM),
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and Semi Primitive Non-Motorized (SPNM). The ROS classes can differ between the summer and
winter seasons (See Figures 12-15 for Summer and Winter ROS maps).
Developed, Dispersed Recreation and Trails
There are currently no existing developed recreation sites within the Federal and non-Federal
exchange parcels, but the Big Timber Canyon trailhead proposed for improvement is adjacent to the
parcels in the Crazies.
The close proximity to the communities of Billings, Bozeman, and Livingston would continue to
draw recreationists to this area. Dispersed recreation primarily consists of day use big game hunting,
fishing, hiking, backpacking and wildlife viewing. Hunters are drawn to the area by black bear, elk,
mule deer, white tail deer, and other wildlife species. Dispersed recreation is common in both the
Inspiration Divide area and in the east Crazy parcels. However, due to the lack of road and trail
access to National Forest, the east Crazies area generally sees lower visitor use compared to other
areas of the Forest.
There are several existing trails located or mapped on parcels involved in the exchange. In the Crazy
Mountains, the East Trunk Trail No. 136, as well as a segment of Sweet Grass Trail No. 122 are
mapped on checkerboard lands in Parcels 1-7 and A-I. The Smeller Lake Trail No. 220 is located on
Parcel K. Current use on the East Trunk Trail is low and requires navigation skills to locate and
follow the trail. The Sweet Grass Trail is a long out and back trail with no scenic destination. Current
use levels are low with the most use occurring during the fall hunting season. Smeller Lake Trail is a
low to moderately used hiking trail.
In Big Sky, the Inspiration Divide Trail No. 8 currently crosses two miles of non-Federal Parcel J.
Eglise Rock Overlook Trail No. 468 is a 1.7-mile-long spur trail off the Inspiration Divide Trail) to
an overlook located on Federal Parcel 8.
Hunting/Big Game Management Units
The proposed land exchange lies within big game management units for deer and elk (units 360 and
580), antelope (units 360 and 506), black bear (units 341 and 580), moose (units 303 and 360),
mountain goat (units 313 and 325), and mountain lion (units 304 and 580).
Montana Fish Wildlife and Parks (MFWP) would continue to offer hunting opportunities in this area
as part of their management of big game.
Special Use Authorizations for Outfitting and Guiding
As described in section 2.2 Proposed Action, there are four authorized outfitter guide permits that
have day-use and overnight service days in Federal Parcels 1-7 proposed for exchange.
Federal Parcel 8 has three outfitter guides that have day-use and overnight service. Other outfitter
guides have authorized use areas that include large portions of the broader Bozeman Ranger District
but would not be likely to use affected parcels.
Land Management Plan Direction
The non-Federal lands in the exchange would be converted to the dominant ROS for that parcel
(Figures 12-15), consistent with the Land Management Plan designations, that provides maximum
protection to the adjacent Inventoried Roadless Area, with historic recreational land uses being
considered.
General Recreation:
The proposed land exchange meets desired conditions for recreation (FW-DC-REC) by providing
consolidated land for public use and new recreation trail opportunities. These recreation activities
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and opportunities will meet the desired conditions of:
•
•
•
•

Contributing to jobs and income in the local economy, community stability or growth, and
the quality of lifestyles in the area.
Promoting long-term physical and mental health of the public by encouraging opportunities
to connect with nature while pursuing adventure and by instilling a culture of stewardship
and appreciation.
Adapting to changing trends of desired recreation opportunities and increasing demands and
use of the Custer Gallatin.
Adding recreation facilities that accommodate growing demand provide quality recreation
experiences and conserve forest resources.

Effects of No Action
Recreational Opportunity Spectrum, Developed and dispersed recreation would remain unchanged
with limited access on the East Trunk and Sweet Grass Trails persisting. The 22-mile Sweet Trunk
Trail No. 274 would not be completed, and the Big Timber Canyon Trailhead would not be
improved.
Inspiration Divide Trail No. 8 would continue to pass through private land, the Eglise Rock
Overlook Trail would remain on public land.
Effects of Proposed Action
The Proposed Action alternative would allow for secured public access and improved management
for the recreating public within the Crazy Mountains. If the land exchange is completed, public
access would become available for dispersed recreation, including hunting, fishing, hiking,
backpacking, horseback riding, and wildlife viewing on the acquired lands.
When considered in the context ongoing actions and long-term management of recreation within the
Crazy Mountain range, the Proposed Action creates an overall advantage around the reduction of
conflict and uncertainty for the public. The improvements in access and land consolidation create
long-term benefit to the management of recreation by securing high quality destinations, supporting
a wide diversity of recreation opportunities, and ensuring perpetual access and use for future
generations.
Recreation Opportunity Spectrum
The non-Federal lands in the exchange would be converted to the dominant ROS for that parcel that
provides maximum protection to the adjacent Inventoried Roadless Area, with historic recreational
land uses being considered (Figures 12-15). Acreage for each ROS in winter and summer would be
calculated in further analysis as the project proceeds. There is a minor reduction in mapped summer
ROS of semi-primitive motorized in the Inspiration Divide area (Figure 12) but with the reservation
of the Eglise Rock Overlook Trail, the current recreational trail use will not be impacted in summer.
Developed, Dispersed, Trails
The proposal would include expanding and improving the existing Big Timber Canyon trailhead
parking area to also serve as the trailhead for the southern end of the proposed Sweet Trunk Trail.
This trailhead is currently popular, and improvements would enhance the recreation experience at
this site by leveling the parking area and providing better turnout for horse trailer parking.
The proposed Sweet Trunk Trail (See Figure 3) would provide quiet, nonmotorized access to the
public in the east Crazy Mountains and would become part of a larger east Crazy trail network
making a 40-mile loop hiking, running, hunting or backpacking opportunity possible.
Smeller Lake will be accessible for all types of recreation, camping, wildlife viewing, hunting and
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fishing consistent with the RWA where those opportunities where not previously available
The proposed exchange would result in segments of the Inspiration Divide Trail No. 8, totaling
approximately two miles that currently cross private lands, to be located upon NFS lands improving
management flexibility and allowing for dispersed recreation along the trail.
A portion of the Eglise Rock Overlook Trail No. 468 is located on lands that leave Federal
ownership. While an easement will be secured for this route; the trail located on private lands may
create complicated management issues particularly in winter as the trail will be challenging to follow
in the snow.
Hunting/Big Game Management Units
MFWP would continue to offer hunting opportunities on public lands in this area as part of their
management of big game. While there would be a change in hunting opportunity the secured public
access routes, and consolidated landownership would allow for a greater dispersal of hunters onto
Federal lands in the east crazy mountains.
Special Use Authorizations for Outfitting and Guiding
The Proposed Action would improve and secure access that could result in increased recreational
opportunities for permitted outfitter/guides. The action would result in permit modifications for up
to seven authorized outfitter guides. The Proposed Action would not result in a reduction of the total
days of operation or a change in the types of services provided.
Permitted operating areas for day use horseback, hunting and fishing could expand to include the
newly acquired sections, which could be a benefit to their current operations. Permitted activities that
could be positively affected by acquiring the proposed private lands include horseback riding,
fishing, and hunting.
Consolidation of public lands for permittees that provide hunting, over intermingled public and
private lands, can also create efficiencies in managing clients within the context of MFWP game
regulations.
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Figure 12 – Current Summer ROS Inspiration Divide. Non-Federal Lands would be converted to dominant ROS for each
parcel.
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Figure 13 – Current Winter ROS Inspiration Divide. Non-Federal Lands would be converted to dominant ROS for each
parcel.
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Figure 14 – Current Summer ROS East Crazies. Non-Federal Lands would be converted to dominant ROS for each parcel.
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Figure 15 -Current Winter ROS East Crazies. Non-Federal Lands would be converted to dominant ROS for each parcel.
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3.4 Grazing Allotments on National Forest System Lands
Affected Environment
The proposed land exchange area encompasses six grazing allotments on the Yellowstone Ranger
District: South Fork American, Sunlight, Basin, Sweet Grass, Otter Creek, and Big Timber.
Combined, these allotments consist of approximately 44,521 acres (25,976 NFS lands, and 18, 545
private lands (PVT)). Descriptions of the allotments and current grazing are below. Noxious weeds
inventory for all of the allotments on parcels involved in the exchange have not been conducted.
South Fork American Allotment:
This allotment consists of approximately 9,954 acres (8,394 NFS and 1,560 PVT). There are two
grazing permits, Term and Term On/Off. The Term Grazing Permit is issued for 80 cow/calf pairs
for two and one-half months. This allotment is managed under a two-pasture deferred grazing
rotation. The Term On/Off Grazing Permit is issued for 3 cow/calf pairs for approximately 5
months. This permit provides for grazing a total 200 head of cattle for the variable grazing period on
Forest Service administered land and land controlled by the permittee which together form a natural
grazing unit within the South Fork American Fork Allotment – Blackaby Management Unit. This
allotment is grazed under a four-pasture deferred grazing rotation. Currently there are three drift
fences on National Forest System Lands that are maintained by the permittee.
Sunlight Allotment:
This allotment consists of approximately 17,718 acres (10,930 NFS and 6,788 PVT). There are two
active permits: Term, and Term Private. The Term Grazing Permit is issued for 13 yearlings and the
Term Private Land Grazing Permit is issued for 30 yearlings for a two-month period. This allotment
is utilized as a two-pasture deferred grazing rotation. Currently there are two drift fences on this
allotment that are maintained by the permit holder that are both on private land.
Basin Allotment:
This allotment consists of approximately 1,265 acres (458 NFS and 807 PVT). Currently, there is
one Term On/Off Grazing Permit for 21 cow/calf pairs for a three-month period. This permit
provides for grazing a total 113 head of cattle for the variable grazing period on Forest Service
administered land and land controlled by the permittee which together form a natural grazing unit
within the Basin Allotment. There are no special rotations for this allotment. There are two water
developments on private land and one fence that is on both private and National Forest System lands
that are maintained by the permittee.
Sweet Grass Allotment:
This allotment consists of approximately 970 acres (640 NFS and 330 PVT). There is one Term
On/Off Grazing Permit issued for 42 cow/calf pairs for a three-month period. This permit provides
for grazing a total of 52 head of cattle for the variable grazing period on Forest Service administered
land and land controlled by the permittee which together form a natural grazing unit within the
Sweetgrass Allotment. There is one drift fence on private land that is maintained by the permittee.
Otter Creek Allotment:
This allotment consists of approximately 5,629 acres (847 NFS and 4,782 PVT). There is one Term
On/Off Grazing Permit issued for 14 cow/calf pairs for a three-month period. This permit provides
for grazing a total of 187 head of cattle for the variable grazing period on Forest Service
administered land and land controlled by the permittee which together form a natural grazing unit
within the Otter Creek Allotment. Currently there is one fence that is that is along the allotment
boundary on Trail No. 136 that is maintained by the permittee.
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Big Timber Allotment:
This allotment consists of approximately 8,985 acres (4,707 NFS and 4,278 PVT, 560 other). This
grazing allotment is broken out into two different class of livestock, horse and cattle. There are two
Term Grazing Permits with two different permit holders on this allotment. One Term On/Off
Grazing Permit is issued for 23 horses for a one-month period. This permit provides for up to 60
horses on Forest Service administered lands and lands controlled by the permittee which together
forms a natural grazing unit within the Big Timber Allotment. There are no specific rotations for
this portion of the allotment. Currently there is one fence on the east side of the Half Moon
Campground that is maintained by the current permittee to keep the horses out of the campground.
The second permit is a Term Grazing Permit issued for 50 yearlings for a two-month period. There
are no specific rotations for this allotment. Currently there are no fences or water developments on
this part of the allotment.
Land Management Plan Direction
Desired Conditions (FW-DC-GRAZ):
•

Grazing allotments contribute to a supply of livestock forage that contributes to local ranching
operation sustainability and local community economy while maintaining or moving toward
ecological desired conditions

Effects of No Action
The private landowners would continue to own and manage grazing on the non-Federal lands and the
Forest Service would continue to manage the grazing permittee associated with the Federal lands, in
accordance with regulation, policy, and law.
Effects of Proposed Action
All the allotments listed above would be affected by the proposed land exchange. Some permits may
be modified, cancelled in whole or part as an outcome of the exchange. Permits that could be
cancelled on lands that are exchanged out of the Federal estate will be notified two-years in advance.
Suitable lands that are added to the NFS may be made available for grazing in the future. This
determination would be made by an authorized officer.

3.5 Wildlife Resources
Affected Environment
There are numerous important wildlife species that utilize the areas proposed for exchange, either
directly or indirectly. Table 9 provides a list of federally listed, and proposed wildlife species on the
Custer Gallatin National Forest and summarizes whether or not they are known or have potential to
exist and/or utilize either the Federal or non-Federal lands included in the proposed exchange.
Impacts of the Proposed Action to threatened and endangered species and their habitat will be
addressed in a Biological Assessment submitted to Fish and Wildlife Service in accordance with
Section 7 of the Endangered species act.
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Table 9 - Proposed wildlife species on the Custer Gallatin National Forest with summaries of whether they are known or
have potential to exist and/or utilize either the Federal or non-Federal lands included in the proposed exchange

Common Name
Canada lynx
Lynx Canadensis

Status
Habitat/Range
Potential Presence
Threatened Mesic mid- to high-elevation forests Crazy Mountains – Located
including Engelmann spruce,
in unoccupied habitat in the
subalpine fir, lodgepole pine and
East Crazies and West
possibly Douglas fir. Also uses
Crazies Lynx analysis Units
aspen when mixed with or adjacent and outside of lynx linkage
to suitable conifer forests. Dense
areas
understory cover for foraging and
mature forests with large coarse
Big Sky Area – Located in
woody debris for denning.
occupied habitat in the North
Madison Lynx Analysis Unit
outside of lynx linkage areas.
Canada lynx Critical
Designated Mesic mid- to high-elevation forests All parcels are located outside
Habitat
including Engelmann spruce,
of designated critical habitat
subalpine fir, lodgepole pine and
possibly Douglas fir. Also uses
aspen when mixed with or adjacent
to suitable conifer forests. Dense
understory cover for foraging and
mature forests with large coarse
woody debris for denning.
Grizzly bear
Threatened Coniferous and aspen forests;
Crazy Mountains – Located
Ursus arctos
grasslands, shrublands, open
in unoccupied habitat in the
parklands, riparian areas and wet
Crazy Mountain Bear
meadows
Analysis Unit. Part of Zone 3
in the Northern Continental
Divide Ecosystem.
Big Sky Area – Located in
occupied habitat in the
Hilgard Bear Management
Unit. Part of the Greater
Yellowstone Ecosystem
Recovery Zone.
North American wolverine Proposed
High elevation alpine and cold
Both parcel locations occur
Gulo gulo lucus
boreal forests that receive enough with potential wolverine
winter precipitation to reliably
habitat and wolverines have
maintain deep persistent snow late the potential to utilize the
into the warm season
areas
Northern long-eared
myotis
Myotis septentrionalis
Whooping crane
Grus americana

Threatened Caves, abandoned mines, live trees
and snags. May occur on the eastern
portion of the Custer Gallatin
National Forest

Potential habitat may occur;
however, closest known
occurrence is several hundred
miles northeast of project
area.
Endangered Wetlands; migrant eastern Montana No habitat is in or near
project area and the species is
not known to occur in the
vicinity.
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Effects to Canada Lynx
The direct, indirect, and cumulative effects analysis boundary for Canada lynx is at the Lynx
Analysis Unit (LAU) scale (Interagency Lynx Biology Team 2013). The potential exchange of
parcels occurs within two distinct geographic areas, the Crazy Mountains area and the Big Sky area.
The majority of Federal and private lands proposed for exchange occur in the Crazy Mountain
Range, largely in the Easy Crazies LAU with a small portion reaching into the West Crazies LAU.
This LAU is currently considered unoccupied habitat. The smaller area of parcels are in the North
Madison LAU which is considered occupied habitat for Canada lynx. All parcel locations are outside
of lynx linkage areas. Approximately 1,613 acres of potential lynx habitat on non-Federal lands
would be exchanged with 1,262 acres of potential lynx habitat on Federal lands. This would result in
a total gain of 679 acres into Federal ownership across the North Madison and East Crazies LAUs
(Table 10). There is no potential mapped lynx habitat in the West Crazies LAU portion of this
project. Nearly all of habitat that would be added to Federal management is currently modeled as
mature multi-story or other (Table 10).
The proposed trail construction is in the East Crazies LAU. A small portion of multi-story habitat
may be modified during trail construction. However, this would occur entirely within unoccupied
habitat. Impacts on available suitable habitat would be insignificant and have no effect on the
potential for lynx to occupy this portion of the range. The proposed action would also benefit lynx
by improving consolidation of Federal lands in the Crazy Mountain IRA, thereby reducing habitat
fragmentation and potential connectivity in the East Crazies LAU and IRA. The standards and
guidelines under the Northern Rockies Lynx Management Direction (USDA Forest Service 2007a
and 2007b) would be met on these acres. When added to ongoing and reasonably foreseeable
activities including recreation, livestock grazing, and timber management, cumulative effects to
Canada lynx are negligible.
Table 10 - Changes in modeled Canada lynx habitat ownership under the proposed land exchange

Structural Stages Currently Providing Potential Lynx Habitat

LAU
East Crazies
N. Madison
Total acres
Difference in
Federal
Ownership

Early Stand
Initiation
Private FS to
to FS
Private
0
4
0
0
0
4

Stand
Initiation
Private FS to
to FS
Private
0
0
0
0
0
0

Mature Multistory
Private FS to
to FS
Private
1560
1251
53
7
1613
1258

-4

0

+355

Other
Private
to FS
1568
0
1568

Stem Exclusion
FS to
Private
1240
8
1240

+328

Private
to FS
233
0
233

+171

Effects to Canada Lynx Critical Habitat
There is no designated Lynx Critical Habitat within the proposed parcels, therefore no effects are
expected.
Effects to Grizzly Bear
Grizzly bears occur throughout northwestern North America, from Alaska and northern Canada,
south into the Northern Rocky Mountains and North Cascades. In 1975, the grizzly bear was listed
as a threatened species in the contiguous 48 United States. In 1993 six grizzly bear recovery zones
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were identified in the Grizzly Bear Recovery Plan (U.S. Department of the Interior 1993). The
proposed parcels for exchange occur within two of these grizzly bear recovery zone/ecosystems.
The Crazy Mountains area, which represent the bulk of the exchange, occurs within Zone 3 of the
Northern Continental Divide Ecosystem (NCDE). This area is not considered to be occupied habitat
for grizzly bears at this time. Zone 3 is outside the core recovery area for the NCDE with
management efforts focused on prevention and response to human-grizzly bear conflicts. There is no
need for habitat protections on Federal and State lands in Zone 3 to support recovery of the NCDE
grizzly population (Northern Continental Divide Ecosystem Subcommittee 2020). All parcels in the
Crazy Mountains area are located within the Crazy Mountain Bear Analysis Unit. This BAU
currently has an estimated level of secure habitat of 67.9% (van Manen et al 2020). There are no
secure habitat baselines for this BAU. The proposed action would result in consolidation of Federal
ownership and increase the overall acres of federally managed land by approximately 2,190 acres in
the Crazy Mountains area. All of these acres would fall under the Crazy Mountain Backcountry
Area or South Crazy Mountains Recommended Wilderness Area. These areas would no longer be
suitable for construction of permanent or temporary roads nor any type of motorized transport (BCSTD-CMBCA 01; BC-SUIT-CMBCA 01). As a result, the proposed construction of the new trail
would not result in any further reduction to the amount of secure habitat and the overall acquisition
would likely result in an increase in secure habitat with the BAU.
Parcels in the Big Sky area are located within the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem (GYE) Recovery
Zone Hilgard Bear Management Subunit #1. The current level of secure habitat is currently
estimated at 83.1% (van Manen et al 2021). The proposed action would result in an additional 105
acres consolidated under Federal management. These acres would increase the total acres of habitat
under habitat protections outlined in the 2016 Grizzly Bear Conservation Strategy and 2022 Custer
Gallatin Land Use Management Plan. This includes FW-STD-WLGB 01 which requires that
management action not reduces the percent secure habitat below the established 1998 baseline level.
The sub-unit is currently 13.4 % above the 1998 baseline of 69.8%. The acquired acres would be
immediately adjacent to the Madison Inventory Roadless Area and Lee Metcalf Wilderness and
would not result in any reduction in existing levels of secure habitat within the sub-unit as no roads
are present on the parcels. There is potential for private development on the parcels leaving Federal
ownership resulting in the loss of secure habitat in those parcels. However, if loss occurs it would be
counter balanced by the overall gain in habitat through the exchange and any difference would not
result in a reduction below the 1998 baseline.
The Proposed Action is not expected to negatively impact the movement or connectivity of grizzly
bear individuals or habitat. Rather there is potential for increased potential connectivity between the
NCDE and GYE with the increase and consolidation of acres under Federal protection in the Crazy
Mountain area. When added to ongoing activities including recreation, livestock grazing, and timber
management, cumulative effects to grizzly bear would be negligible.
Effects to North American Wolverine
The direct, indirect, and cumulative effects analysis area boundary is at the Distinct Population
Segment scale (landscape). Neither the land exchange nor the trail construction are considered
primary threats to wolverine (U.S. Department of the Interior 2013). The land exchange would result
in a net increase in wolverine primary, maternal, and dispersal habitats across the entire area (Table
11). The trail construction may result in the modification of a small number of habitat acres
including primary and a small amount of maternal. This modification is likely insignificant at the
distinct population segment scale and would not result in a reduction in connectivity or capability of
individuals to disperse. Habitat consolidated under Federal management would no longer be suitable
for construction of permanent or temporary roads nor any type of motorized transport (BC-STDCMBCA 01; BC-SUIT-CMBCA 01). Therefore, the Proposed Action may increase the potential for
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dispersal and connectivity. When added to ongoing activities including recreation, livestock grazing,
and timber management, there are no cumulative effects to wolverine.
Table 11 - Changes in modeled wolverine habitat ownership under the proposed land exchange

Land Exchange
Area
Crazy Mountains
Area
Big Sky Area
Total acres
Difference in
Federal Ownership

Wolverine
Maternal
Habitat

Wolverine
Primary Habitat

Private
to FS
572

FS to
Private
0

Private
to FS
3376

560
1132

498
498

605
3982

+634

Wolverine
Male Dispersal
Habitat

FS to
Private
84

Wolverine
Female
Dispersal
Habitat
Private FS to
to FS
Private
5816
2446

500
585

605
6422

605
6422

+3397

500
2946

+3476

Private FS to
to FS
Private
5816
3624
500
4124

+2298

Effects to Species of Conservation Concern
There are no terrestrial wildlife Species of Conservation Concern or suitable habitat as defined by
the 2022 Custer Gallatin Land Use Management Plan present in any of the Federal and non-Federal
parcels proposed for exchange.
Big Game (Elk, Mule Deer, Moose)
Elk habitat was analyzed in table 12 and will be used as a proxy for effects to other big game species
in the parcels. Overall, there would be an increase in big game habitat into Federal ownership and
subject to the increased protections outlined in the Land Management Plan. The proposed exchange
would result in an increase in the current level of secure habitat by nearly 5,000 acres (Table 12)
benefiting elk and other big game species. There is currently no crucial winter range delineated for
big game within the project area, but mapped winter habitat would decrease given the lower
elevations of current federal lands. General habitat consisting of riparian habitat for white-tailed deer
and moose would also be reduced. Effects to potential foraging habitat or hiding cover would be
insignificant at the elk analysis unit scale (subwatershed).
The overall increase in elk and other big game habitat into Federal ownership associated with this
proposed exchange will help to maintain the functionality of key big game habitats such as hiding
cover and thermal regulation. Consolidation of habitat would provide better connectivity for big
game as they disperse and shift between seasonal habitats. In addition, security habitat would be
consolidated and protected through Inventory Roadless and Backcountry Area restrictions on new
and temporary motorized roads.
The proposed trail would not reduce elk secure habitat because the trail is non-motorized. During
trail construction individual elk may be displaced. Increased human presence after the trail has been
completed may result in some displacement from suitable habitat to individuals however effects to
elk at the population level from the trail would be insignificant. When added to ongoing activities
including recreation, livestock grazing, and timber management, cumulative effects to big game
species would be negligible.
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Table 12 - Mapped big game habitats associated with proposed exchange on non-Federal and Federal parcels

Security
Difference in Federal Ownership
General Winter
Difference in Federal Ownership
General Habitat
Difference in Federal Ownership

FS to Private
1058
2216
1908

Elk
Private to FS
6047
+4989
962
-1254
5460
+3552

3.6 Aquatic Resources
Regulatory Framework
Executive Order 12962
The Recreational Fisheries Executive Order directs Federal agencies to the extent permitted by law
and where practicable, and in cooperation with States and Tribes, improve the quantity, function,
sustainable productivity, and distribution of U.S. aquatic resources for increased recreational fishing
opportunities.
Land Management Plan Direction
Properly functioning watersheds provide suitable conditions for sustainable clean water, healthy
stable soils, vegetation growth, forage, aquatic and wildlife habitats, and the ability to withstand high
intensity floods. Healthy watersheds contribute to local economies in the planning area including
quality lands and water for, but not limited to, hunting, fishing, timber production, irrigation, and
ranching. Plan components contribute to the recovery of federally listed species and maintain the
long-term persistence of species of conservation concern within the plan area or within the species’
range.
Desired Conditions
(FW-DC-LAND)01: Consolidated ownership reduces wildlife-human conflicts, provides for
connectivity, and improves access to public lands.
(FW-DC-WTR) include:
•

•

•
•

Watershed features, including natural disturbance regimes and aquatic or riparian habitats,
are well distributed, diverse, and complex. Watersheds and associated aquatic ecosystems
retain their inherent resilience to respond and adjust to disturbances, including climate
change, without long term, adverse changes to their physical or biological integrity.
Spatial connectivity is prevalent within or between watersheds. Lateral, longitudinal,
vertical, and drainage network connections include floodplains, wetlands, upslope areas,
headwater tributaries, and intact habitat refugia. These network connections provide
unobstructed physical and chemical routes to areas critical for fulfilling life history
requirements of aquatic, riparian-associated, and many upland species of flora and fauna.
Habitat and ecological conditions support the persistence of native aquatic and riparian
associated plant and animal species.
Aquatic systems and riparian habitats express physical integrity, including physical integrity
of shorelines, banks, and substrata, within their aquatic natural range of variation
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Objectives (F-W-OBJ-WTR):
03: Per decade, progress towards conservation of an at-risk aquatic species is made by completing 5
to 7 projects with design features that restore habitat or populations of such species.
Guidelines (FW-GDL-RT)
03: To maintain the hydrologic integrity of watersheds, construction, reconstruction, and
maintenance activities of roads, skid trails, temporary roads, trails and airfields, should
hydrologically disconnect the drainage system from delivering water, sediment, and pollutants to the
inner riparian management zone and water bodies (except at designated stream crossings).
Affected Environment
Federally Listed Species
The western glacier stonefly (Zapada glacier) is an aquatic macroinvertebrate known to occur in
alpine streams and listed as threatened under Endangered Species Act. The western glacier stonefly
occupies a narrow habitat niche in the uppermost reaches of alpine streams near glaciers, springs,
ice, or permanent snowfields. A preliminary review of satellite imagery for the Crazy Mountains
parcels did not find snow fields or suitable habitat that would be affected by a change in land
ownership and use or trail construction. However, suitable habitat may be present in Inspiration
Divide Parcels 8 and J. Additional field reconnaissance and macroinvertebrate sampling may be
necessary to determine whether habitat is present.
Species of Conservation Concern and Species of Concern in Montana
The westslope cutthroat trout (Oncorhynchus clarki lewisi) is a native trout found on the CGNF in
the Gallatin and Madison River drainages. The westslope cutthroat trout is a Species of Conservation
Concern designated by the Regional Forester, and Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks (MFWP)
considers them a Species of Concern in Montana. A westslope cutthroat trout population occurs in
the South Fork West Fork Gallatin River upstream from Ousel Falls, and Parcels 8-10 and J are
located in the headwaters of this drainage. A westslope cutthroat trout population occurs in the South
Fork West Fork Gallatin River upstream from Ousel Falls.
The Yellowstone cutthroat trout (Onchorynchus clarkii bouvieri) is a native trout found on the
CGNF in the Yellowstone River drainage. The Yellowstone cutthroat trout is considered a Species of
Concern in Montana by MFWP but does not have any special designation under the CGNF Land
Management Plan. Yellowstone cutthroat trout occur only as an introduced population in Smeller
Lake within the project area and are sustained by MFWP stocking 1,100 fingerlings every four years.
Recreational Fisheries and Stream Access
Under the Montana Stream Access Law, the public may use rivers and streams, regardless of
streambed ownership, for recreational purposes up to the ordinary high-water mark. Although the
law gives recreationists the right to use rivers and streams for water-related recreation, it does not
allow them to enter posted lands bordering those streams or to cross private lands to gain access to
streams (Montana Code Annotated Title 23, Part 3). There is a distinction between riverbank access
and stream access. Riverbank access is defined (for this assessment) as lands along the stream above
the highwater mark, either public or private. Stream access is defined (for this assessment) as having
access to the entire stream for angling or recreational purposes, even though private land ownership
may prohibit trespass outside the highwater mark.
Federal Parcels
In total there are 6.19 miles of perennial stream on the Federal parcels proposed for exchange.
About 42% of perennial streams (2.58 stream miles) are fish bearing. Otter Creek in Parcel 5
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supports a diverse fish assemblage comprised of introduced brown and rainbow trout as well as
native mountain whitefish, lake chub, longnose dace, longnose sucker, mountain sucker, and white
sucker. Sweetgrass Creek in Parcels 1 and 2 also supports a relatively diverse fish assemblage
comprised of rainbow trout, longnose dace, longnose sucker, mountain sucker, and white sucker.
Big Timber Creek in Parcel 7 provides habitat for introduced brook trout, brown trout, and rainbow
trout and native mountain whitefish.
Non-Federal Parcels
There are a total of 8.41 perennial stream miles on lands proposed for conveyance to the United
States. These include 2.32 miles of fish bearing stream (28% of perennial stream miles on nonFederal lands) on Otter Creek, Sweetgrass Creek, and South Fork West Fork Gallatin River.
Geospatial data indicate that Otter Creek in Parcel F supports the same diverse fish assemblage as in
Parcel 5. However, given the headwater location of the parcel, stream gradient and discharge are
assumed to be suboptimal for fish and further data collection is needed to assess fish habitat
suitability and fish species presence. Sweetgrass Creek in Parcel I provides habitat for rainbow
trout, longnose dace, longnose sucker, mountain sucker, and white sucker.
Smeller Lake is a 52-acre cirque lake located just below Iddings Peak at an elevation of 9,090 feet.
The lake provides a put-and-take fishery for native Yellowstone cutthroat trout. Smeller Lake is
stocked on a four-to-8-year rotation with 1,100 Yellowstone cutthroat trout from the Yellowstone
River Trout Hatchery in Big Timber. MFWP geospatial data indicate that Smeller Creek does not
support fish. However, fish distribution sampling is needed to confirm fish absence in Smeller
Creek below Smeller Lake.
According to MFWP geospatial data, the South Fork West Fork Gallatin River in Sections 4 and 9 of
Parcel J provide habitat for native rocky mountain sculpin. Given the headwater location of these
parcels fish presence is questionable and sampling is needed to confirm sculpin presence.
Effects of No Action
There would be no change to the amount of stream miles, floodplains, or wetland acres given
management protections by the Forest Service. Additionally, there would be no change to the stream
or riverbank access.
The stocking of Smeller lakes by MFWP is outside the decision space and jurisdiction of the Forest
Service. However, it is relevant to disclose since under the no action alternative, Parcel K and
thereby access to Smeller lakes would not be perfected and MFWP may cease stocking the lake with
Yellowstone cutthroat trout.
Effects of Proposed Action
Effects to stream channels, aquatic habitat, and riparian areas from development, timber harvest, and
livestock grazing on lands conveyed out of Federal ownership may be possible in the Crazy
Mountain portion of the project. Analysis to contextualize the probability, magnitude, and duration
of these effects relative to the existing condition of riparian areas and stream channels is ongoing. In
contrast, lands acquired by the Forest Service would protect stream channels, aquatic habitat and
riparian areas from future development, timber harvest and livestock grazing following standards
and guidelines in the 2022 LMP.
Preliminary analysis of recreational fishing opportunity suggests there would be a minor negative
impact on stream fishing opportunity given habitat conditions and stream access, and an increase in
lake fishing opportunity. The public would lose one point of access to Big Timber Creek with
conveyance of Parcel 7 to private, but additional access points occur about one mile upstream and
downstream. The public would lose access to Sweetgrass Creek in Parcels 1 and 2, but legal access
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to these parcels is currently limited and poor aquatic habitat conditions limit suitability for fishing. In
contrast the public would gain access to Parcel K, Smeller Lake, stocked by MFWP to provide
fishing opportunities (2.75 shoreline miles); this proposal would secure access to the lake and that
opportunity.
Conveyance of Parcel J from private to Federal ownership would further protect the westslope
cutthroat trout population present in the South Fork West Fork Gallatin River given the increased
protections under the LMP beyond the existing terms of the Montana Land Reliance conservation
easement.
Parcels 8-10 are located in the headwaters of Muddy Creek which is a tributary to the West Fork
Gallatin River upstream from Ousel Falls. Although ski run development in these parcels is not part
of the Proposed Action, the proponents have indicated their intent to use the parcel for skiing and
recreation purposes. Development and maintenance of ski runs, lifts, and other infrastructure could
be developed associated with that use. Service roads could have a high likelihood of becoming a
chronic sediment source to Muddy Creek and thus the South Fork West Fork Gallatin River. Field
reconnaissance by the Forest hydrologist and soil scientist may be necessary to inform cumulative
effects analysis pertaining to sediment delivery potential from slopes in Parcel 8. Additionally, fish
species distribution data should be collected for Muddy Creek for the purpose of assessing
cumulative effects.

3.7 Floodplains and Wetlands
Affected Environment
A floodplain is an alluvial plain caused by the overbank deposition of alluvial material, typically
appearing as flat expanses of land bordering a stream or river. FSM 2527.05 defines the base
floodplain as “the lowland and relatively flat areas joining inland and coastal water including the
debris cones and flood-prone areas of offshore islands and, at a minimum, that area subject to a 1
percent (100-year occurrence) or greater chance of flooding in a given year.” None of the examined
Flood Insurance Rate Maps define or delineate the base 100-yr floodplain in the vicinity of the
parcels included in this land exchange.
Wetlands are defined as “those areas that are inundated or saturated by surface or ground water at a
frequency and duration to support and that, under normal circumstances, do or would support a
prevalence of vegetation or aquatic life that requires saturated or seasonally saturated soil conditions
for growth and reproduction. Wetlands generally include swamps, marshes, bogs, and similar areas
such as sloughs, potholes, wet meadows, river overflows, mud flats, and natural ponds” (FSM 2527
& Executive Order 11990).
Preliminary estimates of wetland extent, type, and values was based on wetland and riparian
mapping information obtained from the Montana Natural Heritage Program (MTNHP). The MTNHP
maps provide locations of wetlands and riparian areas manually digitized at a scale of 1:4500 based
on photo interpretation of infrared aerial imagery acquired from 2005 through 2015. Portions of the
riparian areas mapped by MTNHP qualify as wetlands. Accurate determination of the location and
extent of these wetlands, which are intermingled with the mapped riparian areas, will require field
assessment. Based on inspection of aerial photos, for this preliminary assessment it was assumed that
10% of the mapped riparian areas will meet the FSM 2527 and EO 11990 wetland definition.
This preliminary assessment estimates the total wetland value within the non-Federal parcels to be
7.8 acres and the total wetland acreage within the Federal parcels to be 52.4 acres.
Effects of No Action
Under the No Action Alternative, wetland acres and floodplains would remain as they are under
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current ownership and management.
Effects of Proposed Action
Based on this assessment, the proposed land exchange will not alter floodway flow capacity nor
support any known or reasonably foreseeable floodplain development. Should such development
occur in the future, detrimental effects would be avoided or mitigated by Federal, State, and local
regulations.
To comply with Executive Order 11990 land exchanges must preserve the resource values of
wetlands. This goal is typically achieved by ensuring that the wetland values present on the lands
acquired by the Forest Service meet or exceed those present on the lands conveyed to private
ownership. This method generally provides the simplest and most reliable means of balancing
wetland values exchanged and protecting wetland values in the short and long term. Other options
for balancing wetland values include restrictive covenants, easements, and withholding of wetland
areas from the exchange. However, these options can result in long term challenges relating to public
and administrative access, resource protection, and monitoring/protection of wetland condition.
During the September 2022 wetland field assessment, delineated wetland acreages differed from the
initial estimates provided in the preliminary wetland and floodplain evaluation. As a result, the
Forest identified the need for additional field verification of wetland extent, type, and value across
Federal and non-Federal parcels. The final assessment of wetland quality and quantity will be
completed following an additional field examination in 2023.

3.8 Cultural Resources
Affected Environment
East Crazy Land Exchange Parcels
Initial research indicated that there was only one previous inventory, one recorded site and two site
leads found within the East Crazy parcels and proposed new Sweet Trunk trail alignment. Two
historic trails are also located within the parcels they will require inventory, recordation, and
evaluation.
Previous models comparing site locations in the Bridgers with the Crazy Mountains suggest the
Crazy Mountains were used primarily for traditional practices rather than long term habitation sites.
With the limited inventory in the lower reaches of the drainages, this hypothesis awaits further
investigation.
Cultural resource surveys have been completed on all Federal lands proposed for exchange. A few
historic period cultural resources were identified and documented. The proposed new Sweet Trunk
trail alignment has not been surveyed at this time.
The Forest has completed a pre-consultation with the Crow tribe and will continue to engage with
tribes through the exchange scoping and environmental analysis.
Inspiration Divide Land Exchange Parcels
No previous inventories or sites are on record for these parcels, although surveys conducted nearby
have revealed cultural resources. The adjacent areas with cultural resources present are very different
topographically. Cultural resource survey of the Federal land parcels proposed for exchange have
been completed. No cultural resources were identified in those parcels.
National Historic Preservation Act
The National Historic Preservation Act and its implementing regulations require Federal agencies to
consider the effects of their undertakings on historic properties. Regulations at 36 CFR 800 outline a
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set of procedures established by the National Historic Preservation Act that Federal agencies must
follow before implementing an action that may affect historic properties. In carrying out the
responsibilities under Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (1966), the Forest
Service is required to consult with any tribe (see section 4.1 Tribal Partners) that attaches religious
and cultural significance to such properties when any Federal undertaking may affect them [16 USC
470a(d)(6)(A)].
Land Management Plan Direction
•
•
•

•

FW-DC-CR-01 - Identifying traditional cultural properties, cultural landscapes, and other
culturally significant areas that provide tangible link to historically rooted beliefs, customs
and practices.
BC-DC-TRIBAL-01 - The Crazy Mountains embody a tribal cultural landscape significant
to ongoing traditional cultural practices of the Crow Tribe.
BC-DC-TRIBAL-02 - Research, education, and interpretation of the Crazy Mountain tribal
cultural landscape provides public benefits and enhances the understanding and appreciation
of Crazy Mountain’s natural environment, precontact, contact, and Crow traditional cultural
values.
BC-GO-TRIBAL-01 - The Custer Gallatin National Forest protects and honors Crow treaty
obligations, sacred land and traditional use in the Crazy Mountains through continued
consultation with the Crow Tribe.

Effects of No Action
Under the No Action Alternative, parcels would remain as they are under current ownership and
management.
Effects of Proposed Action
To carry out the East Crazy-Inspiration Divide Land Exchange as proposed, archaeological and
traditional cultural surveys of the 4,114 acres of Federal parcels to be exchanged has been completed
resulting in the documentation of a few historic period cultural resources. Surveys of the new
proposed Sweet Trunk trail will be necessary before the final analysis can be done for that portion of
the Proposed Action. The documentation and evaluation of the cultural resources found, and
determination of the effects will require consultation with the Crow Nation and Montana State
Historical Preservation Office before this undertaking can be carried out.
Per the National Historic Preservation Act, under CFR 800.5(a)(2)(Vii) the “Transfer, lease or sale
of property out of Federal ownership or control without adequate and legally enforceable restrictions
or conditions to ensure long-term preservation of the properties’ historic significance” constitutes an
adverse effect which would require some sort of mitigation, depending on the cultural resource
involved.

3.9 Geology and Minerals
Affected Environment
The Bureau of Land Management Manual 3060.11 requires that all non-Federal and Federal lands
identified for acquisition or conveyance by the United States have a mineral assessment documented
in a mineral report. The mineral report documents the estimated value of the mineral potential of the
Federal land, evaluates surface uses that would interfere with potential development of the mineral
estate, and recommend action that should be taken toward disposal or retention of the Federal
mineral estate.
Federal Lands
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This land exchange involves Federal lands with public domain status; therefore, this action will be
evaluated under the authority of the General Exchange Act of 1922 and the parcels conveyed to the
US will assume public domain status.
A preliminary review of the proposed parcels was completed to identify current or historic mineral
authorizations, mining claims, and leases. No mining claims have been recorded in the BLM
database (1979-present) for the subject Federal parcels. The Half Moon area in the Crazy Mountains
has had historical mineral interest but is outside of the project area. The BLM received applications
for Oil and Gas leases on portions of the Crazy Mountain parcels in the 1970’s. All applications for
or leases issues have been terminated and casefiles closed since 1990, per personal communication
with Forest Service minerals administrators, no mineral materials permits, or authorizations are
present on the Federal parcels.
Non-Federal Lands
With regard to the non-Federal lands subject to exchange, it is the responsibility of the Forest
Service to evaluate all outstanding and reserved interests on lands the United States may acquire.
The mineral title reports provided show outstanding mineral interest in the mineral estate on the
majority of the non-Federal parcels.
Land Management Plan Direction
The proposed land exchange is in compliance with the Minerals, Geology, and Energy, forest wide
direction. No conflicts were identified with the desired conditions, goals, standards and guidelines of
the minerals, geology and energy resources.
Effects of No Action
The landowners and outstanding mineral owners would continue to own all locatable (hardrock) and
leasable (coal, oil and gas, etc.), and mineral materials (sand and gravel) minerals associated with the
non-Federal lands and the United States would continue to hold all minerals associated with the
Federal lands.
Effects of Proposed Action
This land exchange involves Federal lands with public domain status; therefore, this action will be
evaluated under the authority of the General Exchange Act of 1922 and the parcels conveyed to the
US will assume public domain status. The mineral title reports show outstanding interest in the
mineral estate of the non-Federal parcels. A mineral potential report will be completed to evaluate
the outstanding and reserved interests.

3.10 Botanical Resources
Affected Environment
Federally Listed At-Risk Plant Species
Species federally listed as threatened or endangered, proposed, and candidate are designated by the
U.S. Department of the Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service. Under provisions of the Endangered
Species Act of 1973, Federal agencies are directed to conserve endangered and threatened species
and to ensure that actions authorized, funded, or carried out by these agencies are not likely to
jeopardize the continued existence of threatened or endangered species, or result in the destruction or
adverse modification of their critical habitats. These species are automatically considered “at-risk”
species under the 2012 Planning Rule.
There are no endangered plant species known on the Custer Gallatin National Forest. Whitebark pine
(Pinus albicaulis), is a proposed species for Federal listing as threatened due to the likelihood of it
becoming an endangered species in the foreseeable future through all or a significant portion of its
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range.
At-Risk Plant Species of Conservation Concern
Under the 2012 Planning Rule, in addition to federally listed species, plant species at-risk on the
Custer Gallatin includes Species of Conservation Concern (SCC) designated by the Regional
Forester of the Northern Region where best available scientific information indicates “substantial
concern about the species’ capability to persist over the long term in the plan area” (36 CFR 219.9;
FSH 1909.12 chapter 10, part 12.52)
There are no known SCC plant populations on any of the Federal or non-Federal parcels proposed
for exchange.
Habitat exists for 15 out of the 17 SCC species with potential to occur in the Absaroka Beartooth
geographic area and 6 out of the 7 species with potential to occur in the Gallatin, Madison, Henry’s
Lake Mountain geographic area. Only one botanical survey has been completed in the project area.
The survey took place in 2006 on approximately 100 acres within the east Crazy Parcels.
The Forest Service Vegetation Mapping Program identifies approximately 635 acres of whitebark
pine dominated stands within all exchange parcels. Within the East Crazies parcels none of these
stands occur on Federal lands to be exchanged while there are approximately 175 acres on private
lands to be acquired. Within the Inspiration Divide parcels roughly 286 acres of whitebark pine
dominated stands occur on Federal lands to be conveyed while 157 acres occur on non-Federal to be
acquired.
Given the elevation of the exchange parcels, it is expected that whitebark pine will be present in
many stands although it is not dominant. No plus trees are located in any Federal parcels. There are
no unique or rust resistant trees as delineated by the Greater Yellowstone Coordinating Committee
(GYCC) in its Adaptive Management Plan for Whitebark in the Greater Yellowstone Area.
The majority of the non-Federal parcels within the Inspiration Divide area are located in the current
upper refugia as identified under the National Whitebark Restoration Plan. This represents climate
refugia for whitebark pine at the upper bounds of uncertainty under current conditions and are the
only parcels within the exchange to be included in any refugia.
Although much of the new proposed Sweet Truck trail is located at elevations capable of supporting
whitebark pine, its current location does not go through any whitebark pine dominated stands.
Additionally, the proposed trail corridor does not have any known SCC plant occurrences but would
be surveyed prior to trail construction in areas with high potential habitat for SCC plants.
Land Management Plan Direction
Botany – At-Risk Plant Species:
The proposed land exchange meets the desired conditions (FW-DC-PRISK)
•
•

Habitat conditions support the recovery and persistence of plant species that are recognized
as at-risk species. Ecological conditions and processes that sustain the habitats currently or
potentially occupied by these species are present.
Whitebark pine promotes community diversity and community stability in high mountain
ecosystems. Ecological conditions and processes lead to an increase in cone-bearing trees,
particularly in areas projected to be suitable under future climates, and a decrease in
susceptibility to succession to more shade tolerant conifers, mountain pine beetle, wildland
fire and blister rust.

Effects of No Action
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Under the No Action Alternative, parcels would remain as they are under current ownership and
management.
Effects of Proposed Action
Under the Proposed Action, the acquired lands would have habitat for multiple SCC species.
The Forest Service would acquire more acreage of whitebark pine dominated stands than it would
exchange, and the Forest Service would acquire land located in potential climate refugia in the
Inspiration Divide area of the exchange.

4.0 Agencies and persons consulted
Invitations to comment on the preliminary environmental assessment will be extended to
organizations who have expressed interest in past projects within the Crazy Mountains and
Inspiration Divide land exchange areas, as well as permit holders, mineral claimants, and adjacent
landowners. Organizations that will be notified about the comment period include officials of county
governments within or adjacent to the project area, state agencies concerned with land and natural
resource management, other Federal agencies, tribes, industry groups, and environmental groups
known to have an interest in Federal lands management within the project area.

5.0 How to Comment and Next Steps

5.1 Commenting during combined scoping/EA comment period
The Forest Service is inviting comments regarding the exchange proposal and to advise as to any
liens, encumbrances or other claims relating to the lands being considered for exchange. Specific
written comments on the proposed project will be accepted for 45 calendar days following
publication of the legal notice in the Bozeman Daily Chronicle. The publication date in the
newspaper of record is the exclusive means for calculating the comment period.
Electronic comments must be submitted in Word, PDF, or Excel format. Electronic submittal of
comments is preferred, but you can use either of the following methods:
Electronically, through the Forest Service’s CARA database, which is available at the following
location: https://cara.fs2c.usda.gov/Public//CommentInput?Project=63115 ;
or by mail to ATTN: Forest Supervisor Mary Erickson, PO Box 130, Bozeman, MT 59771.
It is the responsibility of persons providing comments to submit them by the close of the comment
period. Only those who submit timely and specific written comments will have eligibility (36 CFR
218.5) to file an objection under 36 CFR 218.8. For objection eligibility, each individual or
representative from each entity submitting timely and specific written comments must either sign the
comment or verify identity upon request. Individuals and organizations wishing to be eligible to
object must meet the information requirements in §2l8.25(a)(3). This combined scoping/EA
comment period is the only opportunity for individuals to provide written comment on this
project and environmental assessment. Names and contact information submitted with comments
will become part of the public record and may be released under the Freedom of Information Act.

5.2 Next Steps
Once the public comment period closes the Forest Service interdisciplinary team will review public
comments and update the analysis accordingly. Completion of requirements for Section 7 of the
Endangered Species Act and Section 106 of the State Historic Preservation Office will take place
over the winter (2022-23). During the summer of 2023, the appraisals and Hazmat inspections will
occur. Upon completion of appraisals and hazmat, a final Environmental Assessment and draft
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Decision Notice will be publicly circulated for a 45-day objection period. The Forest Services’ goal
will be to sign the final Decision Notice fall of 2023.
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